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Linear Partial Differential

Equations of Order One

11. Introduction.
In the theory of partial differential equations, a variable s Is

function of more than one independent variables. In case there
are n independent variables, we take these as x, X, X5.. .x,. Bow-
ever the study Is generally confined to when 2 is a function of two
independent variables x and y; we write

z=f(x,y),

the partial differential coefficient of z w.t.t. x, is denoted by p,

áo that

Pan.

Similarly , the partial differential coeffcient of :With respect

toy is denoted by q, so that
8:

The second partial derivatives 012 with'respect to x and  are
denoted by r, : and:, so that

	

8'E	 82:	 _a2x

	

I ex"
P,	 and

A partial differential equation Is a relation between dependent
variable, independent variables and partial derivatives of depen-
dent variable with respect to the independent variables. For

-.	 example,

are partial dilIrential equations.

The order of a partial differential equation is determined by
the highest order partial derivative in it. Thus (I) is a partial
differential equation of order one and (2) is ol order 2.
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12. Origin or partial dftreroatialequatious
The partial differential equations may be obtained in the follo-

wing two Ways:
I. Elimination of Arbitrary Constants. Let a function z of X, y

be such that
(x,y, z, a, b)=O.

Differentiating it partiafly w.r.t. x and y and then eliminating
constai$Va, b differential equation is obtained.

!1j(i. Ellpninate a, bfrom z=(x2-f a)
Solution. Differentiating w.r..t. x and y, we get

p=L_-2x (y2+b), q=E=(x5a) 2y,

so that pq=4xy (x'+a) (y+b)=4xyz.
Henóepq .4xyz is the partial differential equation.
Note. In case the number of arbitrary constants are more than

two, then three relations namely, the given relation and the two
relations obtained by partially differentiating with respect to x and
Y, are not sufficient to eliminate these constants. Therefore, in
this case we have to take relations involving higher derivatives and
the differential equation would not be of order one. The following
examplwould illustrate it.

E . Eliminate the constants a, b, and c, from the relation
s

02+bC2

Solution. bifferentiating partially with regard to x and y. we
get

X

and i+:j q=O.

There being three constants a, b, c these cannot be eliminated
from (1), (2) and (3). Therefore we need one more relation.
Differentiating (2) again partially with respect to x, we get

lp2z_0
(4)

Multiplying it by x and subtracting (2) from it, we get

{pE—xp'—xzr}=O,

or pZ=Xp2+XZr.
This is the partial differential equation obtained after elimina-

ting a, b and c and is of order 2.
Note. Other partial differential equations can also be obtained;

for example, if we differentiate (4) with respect to y, we get
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+j i+!jq=o.

Multiplying this by y and then subtracting from (3), we get
qz =yq2 +yzt.

II. Elimination. of Arbitrary Finctlons. Let u=u (x, y, z),
v=v (x, y, z) be two functions of x, y, z connected by the relation

0 (u,v)=0.	 ..ffl.
Regardingz as dcpendentvariable and differentiating (I), partially,

w.r.t. x and y, we get
4/8uau\±8#(av,
1,ôx" ã) av x ' az )
8 8u øu\ $18v 8v\and	 +q)+	 +q)r=O.

Eliminatingfrom these, we getau , av

8!+P 	 øv
j+P	 +Pj

=0
au	 8uv	 av

By
(au auauav\	 f8uDt 8uövor	

YIZJaXe3Z zax

+(8u8v_8uav\
.8xay

Denoting the eq*essions under the above three brackets by
AP, AQ, and — AR, this can be writtenas

Pp+Qq=R.
Ex. I. Find the differential equations front

# (x+y+zx1+y'—zt)=0.

Solution. Let u—x+y + z, v=x2 .fy-.,z*.
Then the given equation is 4 (u, v)=O.
Differentiating it w.r.t., x paziiy, we get

au kdx	 az/ 8vtx 178z/

i.e.,	 (1	 (2x-2zp)=O.	
1)au	 au

Again differentiating w. r. t. y partially, we get

5—U	 av
0Eliminatingand , we get'9u	 av
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(I +p) (2y —2zq)—(1 + q) (2x-2zp)==O
i.e.. (Y+Z) p—(x+z) q=X—y.

Exercises
1. Eliminate the constants a and b from the following equations:

(a) z(x+a) (y+b).	 z—pq
(b) 2z=(ax+y)'+b.	 Ans. px+qy'q5
(c) ox3+by'+zl.	 Ans. z (px+qy)=71—1
(4) z ==ax-fby+cxy (c also).

Ans. r—O, t==O or z=px+qy—xys.
2. Eliminate the arbitrary functionsf and g from the following:

• (a) z=9"f(x+y).	 Ans. p—q—mz.
(t) lx±my+nz=f(x8+yS+z*).

An,. (1+np)y+(lq—mp) z=(m+nq) x.
13. Linear Partial Differential Equations of Order One.

A differential equation involving partial derivatives p and q only
and no higher is called of order ono.

If, in addition, the degree (or power) of p and q is unity, thea it
is a linear partial differential equation of order one.

Thus 3xp+9yqz and .px3+qy'rz2. aPó both linear partial
differential equations of order one.

On the other hand, equations
p1+q=z,x+eftz'

are not linear, although these are of order one.
Equation Pp+Qq=R Is the standard form of the linear partial

differential equation of order one.
14. Lagrange's Method.	 [Vikrain 64]
The general solution of the linear partial d9'erential equation

Pp+Qq=R
Is	 #(u, v)=O,
where 46 is an arbitrary function and u(x, y, Z)=cj and v(x, v1, z)—c2
are solutions of equations

•dxdydz

where P,• Q. R are functions of x, y and z.
We have seen in II on page 5 that equation (1) can t e obtained

by eliminating arbitrary function # from (u, v)=i.
And we have

)LP— Lu 	 l
øyDz azay 8(y,z)

az ax 8 az ø(z, x) r	 . .

and
axay ayax ø(x,v) J
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where u=a and v=b are (vio integrals of (1).
Differentiating these integrals we get

OU	 8u	 8u
dr+dy+1jdz=O

anddx± y+dz=O.ex	 iy-	 as
Solving these simultaneously for dx, dy, dx, we get

dx_dy	 dz
auav 8üjuav OuOv auav.auav

ayaz azay 8z ax OX Oz 8x 8y ay ex

dx_dyd rom 2.&, 

UI.IMA MYor	 (3)
These are called Lagrange's auxiliary equations. If solutions

of (3) are u=a, v=b, then the solution of the given equation is
#(u, v) 0, u=#(v)..

_('flr if the equation is

P—+Q , +	 (4)
having three independent variables x, y, t, then the Lagrange's
auxiliary, equations are

dx_dy_de dx

If =a, vb, w=c are three independent solutions of (5) then
general solution of (4) is #(u, v, w)—O. Thus can be generalized to
any number of independent variables.

Ex. I. Sofre xzp+yzq=xy. [Kariatak M.Sc. 1; Vlkrsai
Soktlo*. Auxiliary equations are

xzyzxy	 -

From lust two,

Integrating log x=log Y+LOZ Ce or x/y—ft.
Similarly from the last two, y/z=c1.
Hence the general solution is

jl(x/y, y/z)=O.

Ex.2. Sohe tz-p+xzq— 	
[Agra

a
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Solution. The equation is y'zp+x3tqxy'.

Auxiliary equations 
are dx dydz

From first two x2 dx=ys dy, i.e..x2—y3=c.
dx dz

From first and third1---

l.e, x dx—z dz. or x5—z=c.
Hence 4(x3—y*, x2—z2)=O is the complete solution.
E	 Solve (x'—yz) p+(y5—zx) q(z'—xy).

[Agra 65; Karnatek 631
Solution. Auxiliary equations are

dxdydz.
• x2—y y2—zx z'—xy

This gives
dx—dy dy—dz dz—dx
x—y • y—z z—.x

The first two give

--4y—z
and from the last two, we get

y—z
z—x

Uencc#(!, Y!)=o is the complete solution.

*Ex- 4. Solve (y+z) p 1- (z.+x) q=x+y.	 [Agra 61, 781
Solution. Lagrange's auxiliary equations are 	 -

	

• dx dy d _dx—dydy—dz 	 dx+dy+dz

	

Y 	 x--y y— .x z—y
,	

2(xfy+z)
Now from these, the two solutions are

=_=oi, (y—z)1 (x-f.y+z)=ca
Therefore solution of the given equation is

ry—X#(y—z)' (x+y+z) }=O.
15. Solve (inz—ny) p±(nx— lz) q =ly—mx. (Delhi Eons. 681

Solution. The auxiliary equationiare

	

dx	 dy	 dz
mz—nynx—Ir 1y—mx'

using multipliers x, y, z, we get
x;s+y dy+z dz=0 giving x+y+z5=ci.

4g4in using multipliers I, m, n, we get
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I dx±m dy-i-n dzO giving Ix+my+nz=cz.
Hence # (lx+my+nz, )*+y'+Z2)=O

is the complete solution.
Ex. 6 (Zi_2,Z_Yz) P+(Xy+XZ) qxy-XZ.	 [Agra 49

Solution. Auxiliary equations are
dx	 dz	 dz

z2_2yz_yX (y+z)	 (y—z)
Using multipliers x, y, z respectively, we get

x dx+y dy+z dz=O.
Integrating, x1+y'+Z2—C3.

dy	 dz	 .	 dy d:
Also -=	 gives -=-

x(y+Z) xty—z) . y+z y—z'

i.e. y dy—(Z dy+y dz)—z dz=O; integrating, j4-2yz—z2cs.
Hence the general integral is

4(X3+y+2i, y'-2yz-0)0.
y—z . z—x x—y

Ex. 7 (a). Solve 3j l'1j q	 [Agra 69, 66, 561
Soletloi,The .quation after multiplying by xyz is

x (y— My(z—x) q=(x—y):
.dx	 dy	 di

Auxiliary equations are

dx+dy+dz dx/x+dyly+dzIZ
= 0	 0

Now the two integrals are
X+y+Zd1, XyZC2.

#.x+y+z, xyz)=O is the solution.
Ex. 7. (b). Solve x(y—z)p+y (z—x) q=z(x—y).	 [Raj. 701

Just thp above example.
Solve x(y2+z) p—y (x2 +z) q—Z (x2—y2).

Solution. The auxiliary equations are
dx	 dy	 dx

x (y2+z)_y (X*+Z) 1(x2_y2)
Using multipliers, x, y, - I and l/x, t/y, liz, we get

dy
x dx-i-y t—k) 	an4+4O.

Integrating, we get
x2+y*_2y=C1 and xyz=c

0(x1+y2_Z, xyx)=0 is the solution.
'Ex. 9. Solve (y'+ z5—x2) p-2xyq+2xz=O.'

[Guru Nanak 73; Meerut 68; Delhi Hens. 6*;
Agru 57; Vjkram 621
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Solution. Auxiliary equations are
dx	 dz	 dz

içji= .=
From the last two, we get

Y . z
On integration, one solution of auxiliary equations is

y/z=c1.
Next using x, y, z as multipliers, we get

•.dx	 dy dz xdX+ydy+gdjL1 2xy 5z x (x2-fy3+z')
•. from the last two of these

dz2 (xdX+ydy+gejz)

	

z	 XZ+y*Z2
Integrating; ws get

ly X'+y*+52\Hence	 j=O is the required solution.

EL,j Solve pcos (x+y)+q sin (x+y)=z.
[Agra 63; Raj. 63, 58, 641S

olution. Lagrange's auxiliary equations are
'dx dy	 dz

cos (x )ij	 z
Now to find two integrals of (1), we have

dx+dy	 dx—dy
ós (x+y)+sj.n (x+y) COS (x+y) —sin (x+y)

or [—sin (x+y)+cos (x+y)1
•cos (x--y)sjfl (X-fy)

Now numerator on the left is defferentjal of the denominator:integrating, log [cos (x-fy)+sin (x+y)]=x_ylog a
or fros (x+y)+ sin (x+y J e'—o.

	Again	 dx+4y
cos x+y +sIn (x+y) z

•	 dr+dy	 dzie. -------------_
V2sIn(x+y+r)-Z

or	 1	 dz

Integratiug,-
J log tan [ (X+J +kir] =. Iog Z+log b.

tan R (x+y)+ ,,] z"bV'
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Hence the solution of given equation is
#[(cos (x-l-y)+sin (x+y)} e' 2', ZV tan {k (x+y)+}ir}].O..

*E1.11. Solve (?x-2X)p+(2Y4--.X5Y) q=9z(13-y3).
[Agra 0 61 ;Raj 52].

Solution. Auxiliary equations are
dx	 dy	 dz

7X--:TX.  0—x3y_ 9z (x5—y)
dx/x+dyly+dZ13Z

dxdydz
Hence —+—+--==O.

x y 3z

	

• Xntegtatiflg, xyz"=cl,	 ...(l)
is one solution of auxiliary equations.

Next from the first two terms of auxiliary equations, we have
(2y'+x3y) dx—(y3x-2x4) dy=O

or y (2y dx— x dy)—x' (y dx-2x dy)=O.
By trial the

I. F.=ji.

Hence multiplying by	 the equation becomes

12y l\	 ft 2x\
3,i) dX7) dy=O.

This is exact now.
Its integral is

y_xi y-i=ct.

Hence 0 (xyz1l._)=0 is he solution.

12. Solve z—xp—yq=a',1(x2+i'+Z).
Agra 70; Raj 49; Nog. 61)

Solution. The equation can be written as
xp+yq=z-2(x+y+Z2).

utei auxiliary equations are
dxdj	 .dz
x 7 z—aV(x+y+z2)

• 'xdx+ydy+ZdZ
x'-l-y'+ z-.a((x+)-+z2)
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Putting X* —Y'.z2+j2 in
dz
xZ+acz2) x2

dz	 Idi	 dz	 dt.we get ----
z—at 12—aU Or F--at t—az

• ddy dz - dt	 dz+dg
Thus -----_.---- (	 (ti)'

•dxso that	 dy!LX
	 yC1X,

and	
(()(+ gives 

Xl-a=C (z+i),
i.e., x'°—c, [z+S/(x+)+zr]

Therefore from (1) and (2), the general solution is
xl—a	

oX'Z+/(X2+i) -.

Ex. 13. (2x3+y2+za_2yz.zx.xy)p
-F (x5-E 2) &+Z8_ yz_2zx_xy) q—x2+y1+2z2_yz_2x7.

Solution. Auxiliary equations are
dx	 dy

fY'+Z-2yz--zxTy xI+2y2-zt—.yz_2zx_xy

-	 xs+y+2za_yz_zx_y
dx—dy	 dy—d

so that iLyIjTz yz_zs_jy
•	 dx—dy	 dy—dz

tX--y) (X+y+z) (f

or

	

	
—z) (x+y+z)

dx—dy dy—.dz

Integrating. log(x—y)Iog (y—z)+log c1 or x—y

Similarjy, ;;—j=ca.

Hence( L!',	 is the solution.

Ex. 14. Solve x'p+'q_—z.	 (Raj. 511

Solution. Auxiliary equations are dxdydz

1 	 IiFrom first two, . 1
Y +Ci or
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1 1 	1
From last two,

Hence (j-3 _)=o is the solution.

Ex. 15. Solve pz—qz--z'f (x+y) .	 (Lucknow 541

Solution. Auxiliary equations are dxdy	 dz

dxdy.
Now -- gives dx+dy=O i.e. x±y=c1,

Also dx	 (x+y) [dx+dyj+zdz
z (x+y) Cz—z)+z [z2+(x+y)31

•_(x+y)_dx+dyl+zdzi.e.,	
- z [z1+(x+y)9
_2 (x+y) (dx+dy)+2z d;or 2 d x—	 zS+X+y2

Integrating, 2x+ cs= log ['x+y)1+z2].
Hence the complete integral is

ç. (x+y, 2x - log(x +y)3+z2)] . 0.
-16. Solve. x (y—z) p+y5 (z—x) q=z2 (x—y).

olutlon. Auxiliary equations are
dx	 dy	 dz

z)y (z—x) z5 (x—y)

Using multipliers , , 1 , we get

or xyz=c1.

Again using multipliers .	 we get

dxdydz	 .111
X

Hence ( xyz,	 is the solution.

Ex.17. (+3xy5)p+(y3+3x'y)q2(x2+y2)z.
Solutloai. Auxiliary equations are

dx	 dy	 dz
x+3xjy+3x'y 2 (x'-f3)z'

dxix + dyfy	 dz	 dx dy ./	 dzso that 
(x+y')	 ° x+ y2 (x1+y')z

Integrating, log xy=log z'+log c1 I.e.
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• .dx -l-dydx -—dy	 1	 ___
Again (xy,3(xy)3 ° (x+y)(x_y)22

Hence 0 xy(	 I	 - 1	 is the solution.
%Z1 (x+y) (x—y)',

18. (x4.2z) ,+(4zx—Y) y-2X'+y.
Solution. The auxiliary equations are

dx_	 €Iy	 dz
• x+2z4zx—y2x2+,

Using multipliers y, x and —'2z, we get
Y dx+x dy— '2z dz=-O, I.e. xy—Z2c1.

Again using multipliers 2x, —1, —1, we get
2xdx—dy--dz=O, Ic.. X'—y—ZC,.

Hence #(xy— z2, x'—y—z)=O is the solulon.
Exercises

Solve the following differential equations:
1. xp+y'q=(x+y) z.

Abs.

2. (3x+y —z) p+(x-fy--z) q=2 (z—y).

An..

3. (y+z5) p—xyz±xz=O	
An.. #(yz. x2)4+y4)=O.

4. z(z2—xy)(px--qy)=x4.
An.. 0 (z2—xy)2—x4,xy)=0.

5	 (y"—z") p+y (z—X) q=z (x'—y").
A... # {xyz, x"+y'+z"}=O.

6. (x4-y—z) (p—q)+a (px.—qy-f-x—y)=O. [Delhi Hon.. 69]
7. z—px—qy=aa./()c+y+z!l.	 (Agra 19701

15. Lagrange's method for more than two independent- variables.
We have developed Lagrange's method for two independent

variables. This can be extended to the case of n independent vari-
ables also in a simple way. Let z be a function of n independent
variables x1, x2, ... x. We have the notations

dx
I—I, 2, •.. it.

dxj
Lagrange's equation can be now written as

P1p+P2P2+ •. +P,,p,.=R,	 ...(1)
where P1 , P,,... P., R are functions of z, x1, ... x1.

To solve (I), we find n independent solutions of auxiliary
equation 3,
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dv.,	 Jz
7a;	 j — -

if	 -se	 -. - '•-'' ate	 U - - C 1 ....	 e.	 then	 hc	 ompicte
'!'.ti,)rj of ( ) j,

f(u 1 , a.	 r,\ ---o)
WfleC ,, IS an rtrh,aIV l'i1fla',r

13z	 xvFx.1. ,Soh.e	 . 4v	 •ar;ca:	
[Agra(/X	 Th	 01	 '-J

,v iIUtiaJfl	 'flat'	 tFaita'I I	 aj,tf,,a-j., ti'
d dy fit	 d-V'	 2	 a' ---v"'t

(1	 dv	 /tNow 

	

	
ia

'-a a u -
v

	

I)	 tn-J
•)	 d	 .	 (1.	 2Again	 -,,	 .1' i- ') '.'	

a44	 a.

e - ea,v ,lx	 .

C	 1'.	 C, f	 a.
.1 t 4

	

C 1	 .2

C
(2

I -a

	

() and (3) are three	 u aumhuv eaui 'v, Mac
the cou!r1 of the given equation is

, 	 T	 1104-1\

I —aJ

(U
2 .c	

CU	 çF!
	2'vc x - i- v	 4	 , -

a.	 a)	 (2

uIuion, 'I he auxtiaar Cquton are

	

dxi — 1'	 aIM

X y
Fron first two, we hne xv --c.	 .. (I)
I raan sec'r,d and t11i, we have	 -

	yr dv 4 x ' dy x  -'12	 fuAgain, we have

- yr ''-F a.' IZ - , S f/U

Intce'atang	 .a z - 3i. -	 .(
Fhncc the genual antr,

x	 3.j'a--	 -)	 -	 ','	 7	 [.a.—')	 a	 a,'',-
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Solution. The auxiliary equations are
dx	 dy	 dz -di

t+y+zt+z+xtxyxyZ
dx—dydp—dz dz—di _.dx+dy+dz+dl
(X—y)-_(y_z)(z—T 3 (x+j'+z+f)

First two terms give

• y—_z
Cl.—•	 x—y

Similarly from second and third terms, we get
1-2
i:i Ca

The last two terms give
log ca—log (;--z)= log (x+p+z+t)

i.e., (x-I-y+i± g )113 t—)Cg.
Therefore the general integral is

#{E.	 (x+y+zi-t)313 (1-2) 1=0
Exercises

Solve the following partial differential equations

L	 (1 +s/(x+y+t±z}}+30.

Ans, jz+3x, z + 3y,z+6V{x±Y+t+ZIO.
2. (x3 —x,)p ±x2pa—X3p*= xa (x 1 +xa)—x21.

Ans. #(X&+X2+Xs,Z_XIX2.X2X)=

Integral surfaces through a given curve.
Lx. Find the Lu egràl surface of the linear partial differential

equation
x(y2+z)p—y(x+z)q=(x2—y2)z.

which contains the line x±y=0, z 1.	 •
Solution. The auxiliary equations are

dx	 dy	 112
x (y'+z) —y (x2+Z)2 (X'—y2)

The two solutions are	 xyz=c1	 •	 (3)
and x'+f-2z--c2.	 • . (4)

From (2), z—I. .'. (3 and (4) give xy—e1,
and x2+y2-2=c2.

We have to determine relation in and e, so that x+r0

(2)

.(3)
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Now (x+y)2=0=x2±y2+2Xy
2+c+2cl or 2c1+4+2=0.

Therefore the requirtd surface is
2Xy2+x2+y2_22+20.

Exercises
1. Find the equation of the integral surface of the dtfterential

equation 2y (1-3) x+(2x—z) q=y (2x-3)
which passes through the circle z=Q. x2±y22x.

Ans. X2+y2_2X2_4Z.
2. Find the integral surface of the equation

(x—y) y2p+(y—x) xtq+ (x2+y2)z
which passes through the curve x2a3,y=O.	 --

Ans. z3 x8+y=a
3. Find the integral surface of the equation

(x—Y)p+(y—x—z)q_z
which contains the circle z= I, x2 +y8= 1.

Ans. X—y +z) +z4 (x-Fy+z)2--2z2(x_-y+z)
—2z4(x-fy+z)O.

I	 -	 -

ft



Non-Linear Partial Differential
Equations of Order One

21. Introduction
Before coming to integration of partial differential equa-

tions of order one, we give a few definitions and general thery.
Classification of Integrals.	 [Delhi Hon's 70]
As is already understood, the integration of a differential equa-

tion is the derivation oral] values of z in terms of independent
variables which identically satisfy the different al equation.

We now come to the various classes of integrals of a partial
differential equation. Definitions and proofs are given for an
equation involving only two independent variables. However, the
results caii be easily generalized for an equation involving ii inde-
pendent variables.

Complete Integral. Suppose that a relation between z, x and y
be Written as

f(z, x, y, a, b)-_-O,	 ...(l)
where a and b are arbitrary constants, it being free from differen-
tial Coefficients of z.

Differentiating (1) partially w.r.t. x and  respectively, we get
Of az p.=O and	 q=O.

There being only two arbitrary constants in above three equa-
tions, these can be eliminated and single relation

.(z,xy,p, q)=O.
can be obtained involving z, x, y and the derivatives p and q and
free from a and b.

It is evident that (1) satisfies identically the partial differential
equation (3) or that (1) is an integral of (3). having greatest num-
ber of arbitrary constants which can be expected in a solution of
(3). Here (I) is complete integral of (3).

Complete integral of a partial differential equation of the form
#(z, x, y, p, q) —0 Is a relation between the variables z, x and 
which includes as many arbitrary constants as there are independent
arlab!e'.

.4 ?$ItIC*iar integral of a differential equation is obtained by
,iving partkular values of arbitrary constants in complete integral.
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22. Sl.gular Integral.
As earlier Jet there be a relation in variables z • x and  given by
f(z,x,y,a,b)O	 ...(1)

If a and b are constants, then differentiating partiall y w.r.t.
x and y,

Of a! 0 daf- 	 ?tOan	 - •	
...(2)ex	 az	 Ty	 az

and the dificrenial equation satisfied by (1) is
z,X,y,p,g)=O,

which is free fçom a and b. Now let us an, pose that a and b are not
constants but flnctions of x and y such that equations (2) which
have been derived from (1) still hold; then on elimination of a and
b we snail again get (3). This is because the algebraic elimination
takes no cognisance of values of -a and b but only their form.

But when a and b are functio5 of x and y, we get on ditFe
cenrjatjng (1) partially w.r.t. x and y respectively,

Of f føa afab
ax 8z 8a ax Ob Ox
af	 +i+t0band +q	 , 8b By

Since a a d b are such that (2) hold, these give
L=0 1aaax Dbax

af	 LO	 i
aaey abix-

Solving these for	 and . we get
8a	 ab

(aaBb_dbaa\af o
ay 8xOj'Joa

I&sab abaaa(and i------- i—=--O.ax8y ax8yjab
8o øa

Now if 	La 
øx a

axv ax ay	 abab'
axay

then these give

L aa

If the.c equations deternne the valacs of a and Ii in any of the
possible forms (co.man*s or functions of x and y), the relation
(1) would still be a solution of (3). Since a and b are not arbitrary
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constants now the new solution which has no arbitrary constants
would in general be different from the complete integral which has
two arbitrary conatantsand is,çaHed singular solution of differen-
tial equation (this In general cannot be obtained for any particular
value of arbitrary constants in complete integral).

Thus singular solution is obtained by eliminating a and b from())s1nd(5)
Note. Sometimes singular integral also occurs as a particular

integral from the complete integral.
Geural

if
Integral As in singular integral. (1) would satisfy (3)

8àaa
øxøy
•ab Øfr 

=0.

.axy
But R=O implies that there is a functional dependence in a

Ad b and this dependence can be arbitrary.
If b=# (a)

is the functional dependence relation in a and b, then multiplyingequations in (4) by dx and dy and adding, we get
LdaL± dbO

Also from (6)	 db=da
ea

.af &# 0.

This determines a involving the arbitrary, function ifr. Thus b
can be determined by (6). Eliminating a and b thus from these
relations and (l),we get a.solution of (3), which is in general diffe-
rent from complete integral as well as singular integral. This
solution is called General Integral, and it is a relation between the
variables involving one (One less than the number of independent
variables) independent funtion of those variables together with an
arbitrary function of this one function.

Note. Usually, but not universally, the above three classes
of integrals namely, complete, singular and general int'grals
exhaust all possible solutions of a given differential equation. In
case there exists an integral which is none of the above types, it is
called special Integral.
23. Theorem. Eve,-v solution (which It. not special) of the
djTerEn(iQ1 equation

0 (z,xy,p,q)=0	 ...(l)
is induded in one or other of three classes of solutions which are
complete, singular and general Integrals.	 [Delhi 70]
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Proof. Let the complete integral of (1) be
f(z, xy, a, b)=O.'

Then, the singular integral is given by

and the general integral is given by
- b-0 (a).

We shall show that no other integral exists. Let us suppose
that there exists one given by

g (z, x, y)'=O -
A value of z derived from (2) would be denoted by Z and that

derived by (5) would be denoted by , F.
Now suppose that it is possible to select , values of a, b whether

variable or constant, so that Z while satisfying the partial differcn
tial equation, is equal to e in terms of x and y. In that ease
of p and q derived from Z and j are the same and we get

Of Lf Of af+p0, +q=0.

as well as

Equating values of p and q from thesç, we get

øx &z Ozcx

and.ayazazdy
Now there arise two cases:
I. When equations (6) do not determine values of a and b

we cannot proceed further and Z cannot be modified to take value
equal to F, The integral f is then called special.

IL When the two equations determine values of a and b, we
modify Z as follows. Since (5) is a solution of (t. we

# (, x, Y. p, q)O,
and since (2) is a solution,

#(Z.x,y.q)=O.
The last equation is also satisfied, whàn the quantities a and b

instead of being at 
bitrar.y constants, are functions of the, variables

satisfying (3) or (4). We may therefore replace a and b by the
functions of x and  obtained as their values from the e'q'uations
(6), provided the necessary conditions be stifled. In this case,
the valacs of p and q are the same for the two forms of die equa-
tion 12): and then from a comparjon "of these two forms, we
always get	 '	 =z.
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where in the integral equation for Z, the constants a and b arechanged into the values that have been derived from them.
The forms of p and q for the new valuCs of a and b, would

remain unchanged provided in addition to (6) two equations
øføg afog
8z8x	 8z ëz'

89 181 af8a aLf at'

and	 a!	 aj ab
ba By ab 8y)

are also iatisficd. Therefore values of a and b are such as tosatisfy the equations
øføa fOb

-
af ao afab o8a 8y-8b 8y

But these are the equations (compare from (4) under singular
solutions) which help us in going from complete integral to singu-
lar or general integral. Therefore the values of a and b are the
same which give singular or general integral according as R:^60.R=O.

Thus we necessarily have

i.e., value of z derived from
singular Or general integrals.

This proves tile theorem.
19.A	 f'..___	 -	 -

(5) is always included in complete,

- ..	 nuipi S Ivietnod.	 [Pb. 60. 62; Agra 60; Raj. 62;
Delhi Bon's 71; Vikaxm 62; Sagar 63; Karnatak 62,

	

'There isa	 general method of solving the ,partjàl differentialequations of order 1, due to Charpu. This is as follows.
Let the partial differential equation be given by
•f(x,y,z,p,q)—o.

Bz azalso we have dz=-_ dx+d_ dy.
i.e.,	 dz—p4x+qdy.
• Let us suppose that a relation. F (x, y, z, p q) -0
• exists such that after solving (I) and (3) simultaneously for
q and putting thcs values in (2), (2) becomes integrable.

Thus z, P. q may be expressed as functions of x and y.
• Since these values identically satisfy (I) and (3) both,differentiating coefficients with respect to x and y vanish.

Differentiating (I) and (3) w.r.t. x, we ge
a! ai 8f3q

+k

	

8xeZ	.

and

their
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and 
8F 8F OFøp aFaq
ex az	 Op ax aq Ox

gain differentiating (1) and (3) w.r.t. y, we get
aaj
Ty 	 + aq a'
OF OF aFøp aF aqand	 q+—

Eliminating Op/ax from (4) and (S) we get
Of, af ôføq 8F OF &F8q

P 'ØqØx øq ax
OF -,
TP

1oJaF aFaf\ (DfF OF Of
.e. axapax aPI +P Of 	ap.

aq (afaF øFaf 'O
Ox aq Op Oz ap)

In the same way, eliminating aqlay from (6) and
laf S_F aF1\ jan! 81 aF

yaq y aqJ	 Øq z aqaz

+ ay '%.ap øq 0p eq/

23

(8)
(7), we get

.(9)
p	 a2zøq

But

Hence adding (8) and (9), we get after rearranging the

1fTX 	+ f\ 
eF j Of ' 

ØJ\ ØF
+P .t Ia, +kay	 ØJq+\ t'ap eqJaz

-	 .( f\8F(	 \ øF_0
apJax	 aq)ay

This is a linear eqiation of order one with x, .y,
independent variables and F as dependent variable.

Therefore as in Lagrangian Method, the auxiliary equati'ons*
are

dp	 4q	 dx	 dx	 dy dF
&aji5
ax+ ez Sy '.Sz	 °8p 8q -T -

Any integral of (10) will satisfy (9). The simplest relation
involving at least one of p and q may be taken as F=-0. Now
from F=0 and 1=0 the values of p and q should bc found in
terms of i and y and should be substituted in (2) which on
integration gives the solution..

Remember very carefully the equation in (IQ).

terms,

z, p, q as
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Ex-1 Find the complete integral of the equation
px+qy=pq.	 (Agra 53; Luck. 541

Solution. Here the differential equation f(x, y z, p, q)=O is
f=px+qy—pq=o.
.v_! a! 8f__af••	 o.

The Chat pit's auxiliary equatiors are
dp	 dq	 dz	 d	 dp dF

r7y=afL 8fTf ._? -r-°-8x'Wz	 øz	 q t'aq	 ë
These in the present case become

dpdq	 dz	 dx	 dy	 dF
;_=i —p (x_q)._q	

0
Fhe first two give

p q
Integrating, log p==log q+log a, I.e. paq,

where a is an arbitrary constant.
Putting aq for p in the given equation, we get

q (ax+y)=aqs or q y-f-ax and thusp=aqyax.
Putting these values of p and q in dz=p dx-I-q dy, we get

dz(y+ax) dx+! (J'+ox) dy

or adz(y+ax)(dy+adx)

Integrating, az_—i (y+a-x)+b which is the complete integral,
where a and b are arbitrary constants.
tyll Solve (p2+q2)y=qz

[Delhi Hens. 68; Indore 67; Agra 51j -Solution. Here the differential equation isf(p2+q2)y_qz,

f =2py, 1j= 2qy—z, L=o 	(p2q2)i_q.

Now the Charpit's auxiliary equations becomedp	 dq	 dz	 -	 dx
—j.kq _(p5+q2)_q__p.2p,_q.(qy_) —2py

dy	 dF

The first two given p dp +q .dq 0.
Integrating,	 P!+q2a5 (say).
Now putting p2 +q=62 in the given equation (1), we geta-y=qz or qa2yfz,

st' that from P+q2=a,
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P/(a'-' - )...v(z2_av).

Now putting these values of p and q in dz=p dx4-q dy, we get

€fr=f V(z2_a2y1) dx+fLydy.

zdz-avdy
or	 —=a x.

Integrating.	 (0o2y2)1 ax i-b,
where b is an arbitrary constant
or zZ_.aSyr(ax+b)*
which is the complete solution.

Singular Ir.tegral Differentiating (2) w.r.t. a and b partially,
we get	 –2ay'=2x (àx+b),
and	 02 (a+b).	 (4)

Eliminating a and b betweçn (2), (3) and (4), we get z=O
which clearly satisfies the given differential equation and therefore
is the singular integral.

General Integral. Writing #(a) for b, (2) becomes
zt-a2y2=(ax +#(a)].	 ...(5)

Now differentiating it w r.t. a, we get
–2ay2 '=2 (ax+(a)) {x+'(a)}.

Eliminating a between (5) and (6). We get general integral.
Ex. 3. Solve	 2xz-px2 -0qxy+pq=0.	 [Meerut 70;

Delhi Hops. 69; Raj. 64: Agra 54; Nag. 57; Pb. 63,64i
Solution. Here equation is

f2xz-px5 -2qxy+pq =0.	 ...(l)
The Charpit's auxiliary equations are

dp	 dq dx	 dy	 dz	 dF
2z-2qy U- x-q 2xy_ppx'+2xiq-2pq -

The second gives an integral q= a,
where a is an arbitrary constant.

Putting q=a in (I), we get p= 2x(z—ay)
x1—a

2x(z-oydx

	

dz=pdx-fqdy=	 -Fady

dz--ady 2xdx
or z-ay x-a

Integrating, log (z—oy)=log (x5–a)+const.
or	 z—ay—b (x2 –a) where b is a constant.

This is complete integral.
Ex. 4. Apply chaf'pits method to solve

z-px--qi=p'+q2 .	 jAgra 591
The Charpit's auxiliary equations are
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u	 dq

Here dpO. dqo give pa, q=b,where a and b. are arbitrary constants.
Putting these values in , the given equation, we get

rax+by+az+bz,
which is the complete intearal.

	

Ex. 4 (b). z=px+qy+pq.	 [Karuatak 63JSofutio. Proceed as above.
Ex. S. Solve p (i + q2) q (z— a).	 [Pp. 60; Agra 60]Solution. Here fp (1 + q2)— q (z—a)—o.

the Charpit's auxiliary equations are

	

dp dq	 dz	 dx	 dy

From the first two, we get

which on integration gives qcp.. Putting. qcp in the givenequation we get	 -

•p	
C	

and thus q V[c (z—a)--1J.
Putting these values in dz=p dx+q dy, we get

Iddz [c (z—a) — IJx

cdz
or-----i-=(dx+c dy).

VLC_ a-
Integrating, 2%/[c (i—a)— l]=x+cy+d,

where c and d are arbitrary constants.
Ex. 6. Find the complete integral of the equation

P5+-2px--2qy+2xyo.•
Solution. We have f pt+q - 2px —2qy+2xy0.
The Charpit's auxiliary equations are

	

.dp	 dq	 - dxdy
2P12Y+p.0-2q+2x+0pj

•e dp = dq _dxdy
—p-I — q+x x—p y—q'

so that dp+dq_—dxdy.
lnftgrating. p+q=x+y±a or (p—x)+(q-.y)a.where a is an arbitrary Constant.
Again the given equation (I) can be put as

(p_x)+(qy)2(x_y).
In (2) and (3) let us put P—X..P,q_yQ, so that

P+Q=a an P2+Q'=(x_y)2.

Now	 Q'- 2PQ

26
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=r'+Q-[(P+Q)'-(P+ Q2))

le.,	 P-Qs/t2 (x'-y)-a2]; also P+Q=a.
F=p-x. 4a+ islE2 (x-y-a2J

and	 Q=q_y=.a-4V[2 (x-y)3-a2J.
Putting these values of p and  in dz=p dx-1-9 dy,- we get

dz=(x+fa) dx+(y+Ia) dy i-h/[2 (x-y)5 -a9 (dx-dy.
Integrating it, we get

log {u+vF(u2_a2))1+b
where u=4/21X-y).

This forms the complete integral.

	

7. Solve pt+qt-2px-2qy+1=0.	 [Agra 72, 601
Solution. Here the equation is
fp2+qt-2px--2qy+ 1=0.

Lf =2p-2x, Z =2q-2y, =0,2p,2q
19P	 q

The Charpit's auxiliary equations are
dp _ dq

etc.-2p+O -2q+U"

so that dp dq
p q

Integrating, log p=log q+log a orp=aq.
Now putting p-aq, the given equation becomes

q'(a1-f-l)-2q(ax+y)-4-J=0
2(ax+y)±{4(ax-4-y)2-4_(±±)}q	

2(a+1)

Also-a -a2 (ax ±y)±ij'{4 (ax +y)2-4 (a2+I,}
°_ q- -	 2(02+1)

Putting these values of p and q in dz-p dx+q dy, we get

dz= 2 (a dx+dy).

Let ax+y=u,so that a dx+ dy=du ; then

du
(a+1)

Of (02 +)) dz=u du±,/{u2-a-)- 1)) di:.
(a2+1)Z=uI ±VEêUv'(U2_ (a2 +l) 	-

•	 —Y. (a2 +l) log

Putting u=ax±y in this, we get the complete integral.
Ex. 8. Solve q=-xp+p2 .	 (Guru Nanak 73; Vikram 621
Solution. The Char pit's auxiliary equations are
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p+pO 0+0
q=a. Putting qa in the given equation, we get

or p—j [x±V(0+4j)J.
Putting these values of p and  In

dzpdx+qdy
3 [X±(x24j)] dx+a dy.

Integrating z=+ (x'±{xV(x'+4a)+a log (x+ Vxt+4a)}J+ay+cwhich is the complete integral.
Ex. 9. Solve q=px+pt.	 [Agra 55]
Solution. CharpIt's auxiliary equations are

or q—a, 'hen p- [x±i/(x2+4a)].
dz=p dx+q dy=. [—x± /(x'+4a)] dx+a dy etc.

Ex. 10. Solve z=_pq.	 [Agra 57]
Solution. The Charpjt's auxiliary equations are

dq -
U -i-p O+q'

Putting p=aq in the given equation, we get z=aq2
or and p=aq=,J(az).

dz=pdx+qdy
-'s/t.az)dx±a/(z/a)dy

or	 V(a/z) dz=a dx-Edy
Integrating, 2.J(az)=ac+yc.
Ex. 11. Solve px+gy=z(l4-pq)'l!.
Solution. The Charpit's auxiliary equations are

dp	 dp	
or dpdq=	 --p—p (I-I-pq)'12 q—q O+j'q)"	 p q

• Integrating log p= log q+Iog a Or
Putting Paq in the given equation, we get

q (ax+y)z (1+aq)"2 or q ((ax+y)2_zs,Jzs
and

Now substituting these values in dz=p dx+q dy,
dzj.....j_[adx+dy]

or dz	 di

-where .Jas=oxy -s/adt=adx+dy.
This is a simple homogeneous equation.
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di	 duTo solve it putl=uz, —u+zdz	 dz

we get u+z:- '%/(Us 1)dz
dr_ dz - _____or	 ./(u2-l)-u	 (i-u][s/(u'I)+u]

! ntegratjng, log z+ ju'+ uV(u - I)lI log [u+V(u'-l)I=c
which is the complete integral where =L=-.±'.

z	 z'.Ja
Ex. 12. Solve p=(qy+z)'.
Solution. Charpit's auxiliary equations

dp	 dp	 dy
y+z) 4q (qy+z) -2y(qy_)

dp dyFirst and third fractuns give -=
P	 y

Integrating, log p+log ylog a or, py=
Putting p=a/y in the given equation, we

If IIa\

dz=pdx+qdy-
a	 II /Io\	 1dx+- [J(a)_z j dy_

or (dz+z4)=adx+jd .()

Integrating, yz=ax+2(ay)+c is the complete integral.
Ex. 13. Solve (p.+q)(px+qy)-I=O.
Solution. The Charpit's auxiliary equations are

dp	 dq	
or

p +pq pq+q	 P q
Integrating paq. Putting p=aq in the given equation, we get

(aq+q) (aqx+qy)- 1=O, •'•	 ( j f) (ax+Y)"
dz=p dx-1-q dy gives

[a dx+d.y].

Integrating, z= 2+a) ,/(ax +y)+c.

Ex. 14. Solve pxy+pq+qy-yz=O.	 [Raj. 631
Solution. The Charpit's auxiliary equations are

•4p	dq
py-p.i px+q-qy

are

get
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The first gives dp=O or pa.

Then from the given equation

dz=pdx±qdy
.=adx+Yz;Y dy

	

dz—adx y	 I	 a
y+a

or ----- ----d -' I-- doZ—aX y+a '	 "
Integrating, log (2—ax) —y—a log (y+.a)+Iog c,

P—ax) (y+a)=ce'.
c 411. 15. Apply Charpit's method to solve the differenflal

t equations.	 2 (pq-i-p+qx) +x!+j4=O.	 (Sangar 631
Solution The Charpit's auxiliary equations are

	

tip _.dq	 dx	 dy
2(q+x) 2(p-fy) —2(qj)_px)

dz	 dF

_dp+dq+d+dy
0

last relation on integration gives
p+q+x+y—O or (P*+1q+x=0.

The riven equaiosinot be written as
(p+y)5+(q+x)5-4p—q).

Proceeding now as in Ex. 6, we get
2zax—x2+ay—y+4 (x—y)V{(x—y)+a}

2 log [v'(2 (x—y))+1{2 (x—y)2+a2}J+b.

Exercises
Find complete integrals of following equatians by Charpit's

method.
1. z!=pqxy.
2. (p24q) Vp2.	 Ans. 2=bxaylla

3. p2+q5 -2pq tanh 2v=sech 2i'.	 [Delhi Hons. 701
An s. z+b=ax+a log cosh 2.v+%/(l—a(tanh-' e!Y).

4. px5-4q3x+6xtz-2—_0.

Ans. z= (y+a)++-1j ±be3ix'

5. (x—yz) p+ 1-2--:X) q s :4_ xy.	 [Vjkram 601
6. 2-- 1 jP2 +qY+qY2 --, O.	 (Delhi Hens. 72
7. p2x . 1 q2y=-z.	 [Delhi Hons. 71]

X. 2(z! xp+i'q)—;'p.	 Mis.
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9. (p+q')' (gx—py)== 1.

Ans. z+b_—a" tan1(y/x)1J(Ua_*_an)1I

where U=X2 + Ys.
25. Particular Methods

The general method of solving partial differential equations of
order one has been discussed Charpit's method. There can be
some shorter methods for special forms of differential equatioñ.
We give below some of these speciaj methods of solving thc
equations.
2-6. Type 1. Equation of the form f (p. q)—O.

I.e., equation Involving p and q, only and not x, y and z.
In this case, Charpit's auxiliary equations become (see 

§ 24)
dr_dy	 dz	 dp_t14

flPfIi+t7iiTI
Obvously from dp==O and dq=O, we get

p=a and q=b.
where a and b are arbitrarily constants. Again replacing p by aand q by b inf(p, q)O,.a, b satisfy the condition

• Jo, b)=() which suppose gives b-9S (a).
Therefore putting in dz=p d.+q di',

we get	 dz=adx+bdy.
Integrating'	 zax+by+crax+(a)y±c

where	 j(a, b)--O
is the complete integral. , Thjs has two arbitrary constants a and C.

General Integral To obtain general integral take
c=#a)

Where t is an arbitrary function.
Now the general integral is obtained by eliminating a b..tween

z=ax+#(a)y+#(a)
az	 41

Singular integral. Also to obtain singular solution, if it eiists
we would bee required to eliminate a and c from the equations

:=ox+aj y4-c

Pa

and L=O= l.ac
Apparently I =O is inconsistent., therefore in this case singular,

Integrals would just not exist.
Ex. 1. Sake p—q2--1.
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Solution. The equation is of the form f(p, q)—O.
The solution is zax+by+c

where	 i.e.
Hence the comp'ete solution is z=ax+%/(a2-1) y+c.
A diffe?ent form is obtained by puttin
• a=sec a, 80 that ,f(a5— l)=tan a,

and the solution now becomes z=x 5C C-JP tan a+c,
Ex 2. Solve p8-l-q2=n8.
Solution. The equation is of the formf (p, q)=O.
Hence complete solution is zax-l-by+c

where

	

	 a2+b2—n2 or b'=V(n5—a').
complete solution is zax+/(n8—a') y+c.

General Integral. Let c=(a); then
Z0x+ i,1(n1_ at) y+c4a).

Differentiating it w.r.t. h, we get
a

y+# (a).

The ,eneral intgral is obtained by eliminating a from (I) anc'
(2).

Ex. 3. Solve	 p2+q-7rpq.
Solution. The equation is of the formf(p, q')=O.
Therefore the solution is z=ax+by+c

where	 u2±b=nab or b2—nob+a20
or	 a

Hence z=ax±V 24) av-c is the solution.
Ex. 4. Solve	 q=ePia.
Solution. The complete soluiou is z=ai+by-fc

%here
Z=ax+e-aIa y+c is the complete integral.

Ex. 5. P'ive	 V+ /q= 1.
olUtjo. The solution is z=ax+by +c. where .Ja + s/b=l

or z=ax+(I_Vc)2c.
EL 6. Solve	 pq=k.	 [Raj- 62]
Solution. z=aX+by+c where ab.k.

z —ax(k1a)y4 . c is the complete solution.
Exercises

Find a complete integral for each of the following equations
I. P+qpq.

An.	 :'=ax-j-
a'.

a--i
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From (3)

Putting these values of a b in (1), the , singular'solution is
_x2	 __•• y2 _____	 _ 	 C

i/(c2_x1_y2) \/(cSx2y1) mC

or z -____________V(c2_x*_y8) - v C -x .3 h
so that z__c2_x2_y2 or x8+y2+z2=c2.

Ex. 2. Solve z=px+qy+i/(xpaflq*y).
Solution. The complete integral is

z=o,c4-by+	 q-I-b2 -1-i').

Singular integral is	 as in Ex. 1.

Ex. 3. Solve z=px+qy-2(pq),
Solution. This is of the form

z=px+qy+jip, q) -

the complete integral is
z=ax±by.-2..J(ab).

Singular Integral. Differentiating (I) partially w.r.t. a and b,
respectively, we get

O==x-2Vb ja 1I2 , O=y_2..Ja.4b-l -

Cf j(j)=x and ()=v.

Multiplying these to eliminate a and b, the singular solution is

Ex-4. Solve	 z-px+ q r+pq.	 [Saugar 621
Solution Complete integral is

z-_rax+by+ab.
Singular Integral. Diffeçentiating (1) partially w.r.t ,a and h

respectively, we get
O=x+b, 0=y+à, Ic. a=-y, b=-x, z—xy.

Exercises
Solve the following differential equations
1. z=px+qy4-1ogpq.	 Ans. zax+by+ log ab..
2. z =px-i qy+(pt+q ) ,

	

	 Ans. z=ax+by+a2 + bt.
S. S. is z= I (y2 4 -j,2).

3. z=px±qy +sin (pq).	 Ans. z=ax+br-sin (ab)
4. zpx +qy-2/pq.	 Ans. zax+qy-2.Jah.

Singular -- (x-z) (v-z)=l.
z=pxqy3 (pq)'.	 An,. z='ax+by-j-3 (ab)I3.

Singular xyz=1.
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Type HI. Equation f (z, p. q)O. i.e. dflerenziaf equation not
containing independent variables x and y.

In this case, Charpit's equations take the form
dx	 dy	 dz	 - dp - dq
118P af/ayp af/ap+q aflaq, -p

the last two of which lead to the relation
ap=q,	 ...(l)

where a is in arbitrary constant.
Solving now (1) andf(z, p. q)-O,

we get expressions for  and q which when put in
dz=pdx+qy,

give dz=qd(y+ax)
pdX where Xy+ax

dzor

The equation (2) how becomes
If	 dz dzz.aj=.O.

This now being an ordir.ary (not partial) differential equation
of first order m3y be easily solved.

Procedure In an equation of the type f(z,p, q)=O, put
dz	 dz(i) 7gforp,aforq.

(ii) Integrate the resulting, ordinary differential equation,
(jiI)Put x+ay for X.
This gives a complete solution.

•	 Note. General integral and singular integral are both deter-
mined in the usual way.

Ex. I. Solve	 z=pq.	 (Agra 57; Raj. 601
Solution. This is of the formf (z, p, q)=O.

Putting L for p, a	 for q, the equation becomes

or dJ(=.,ja 9- where L=.x-4-ay.

Integrating, we get X—c+2a/(z).
Now putting x+ay for X, the required solution is

x+ay=c+ 2V(a4 or (x+ay—c)3=4az.
EL 2. Solve 9 (p2z +q9=4.	 [Agra 67, 59)
Solution. The equation does not contain xand y and is of

the form Az, p, q)O.
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Putting ay for p, a	 for q, the equation becomes
: (.)5'	

where X=x+oy

or (i) . 9(z-f.a5) =4 or	 :j:i)
or	 dX=I./(z+a')dz.

Integrating, X+c—(z+a')'I'.
The complete solution is

x+ay+c=(z+a)311, Putting Xx±ay,
or

To obtain genrrql Integral take

where 0 is an arbitrary function.
Substituting in (I), we- get

(Z+a$)${xay(a)}2	 ...(2)
Differentiating it w.r.t. a, we get

3a (z+a2) 5=fx fav +#(a)} (y+#'a)).	...(3)
General solution is obtained by eliminating a from (2) and (3).
Again singular integral • is obtained by eliminating a and C

from (I) and
3a (z+a2)S=(xj-ayc) y,

and	 (x+av+ c) =0.
From these it is evident that the singular solution does not

exist.
Ex. 3. Solve	 pz_— I -Jqt.	 [Agra 65; 581
Solution. This is of the formf(z, p, q)=O.

Putting p= ., q=a ,where%x+ai, the equation becomes.
•	 dz

dz
or & (,) — z.- H=o

dz z±%1(0-4a2)	 dz	 dX
dX	 2a - or 

—f S.4y
cz [fzV	

-
(z2-4r,!)1 	- dlor	 ±v ( 	 4 2 1 [zf/(z_4a')J 2ar,

• ZF.4./(Z4a2) dz=f- ' or [z±%/(zS._40t)] dz=2 dl.
Integrating,	 .

-. Iz'±tV( 2 —	 - 4a2 log (z j- /(z'-4a2))J =2X 1-c
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or z2 f[z.J(z1 - 4a1)_- 4a2 log {z+ y'(zt-4a')})=4 (x+4,)+2c
is the complete solution (on putting Xx+ay).

Ex. 4. Sovle pt—z2 (t—p(j).

Solution. Putting p=., qa	 the equation becomes

Idz\iI	 fdz\a

dz z 	V(l+az2or dx	 —dz—dXv'(L+az)
 or —

l+ Z* 	 I	 axor dX= v'( l +	
dz+

Integrating, 1+ c=	 log [z'../a+ . /(l +QZ)]+ f(l +az').
Putting X=x+ay we get the complete solution.

Ex. 5. Solve p (l+q 2)=q (z—o).
didiSolution. Putting	 q=a., the equation becomes

dzf	 Id- z\sl dz
I a' - —a--- zdX

or	 or	 ___rdI etc.

Exercises
Find complete solutions of the following equations:

1. p'+q'= 3pqz.	 Ans. (t+a) log z3a (x-fay+c)
2. p1 +q3 =27z.	 Mis. z (t+a')8 (x+ay+c)2
3. 22 (p'+q'+l)=k'.

	

	 TAgra 661
Au,. (a'4-1) (k'—i)(x+ay+c)

4. p (1+q)=qz.	 .	 Ans. log (az—l)=(x+ay-fc)
S. p (l-l-q2)=q (z—a)..	 Ans. 4c
6. p+q=z. 	 Ass. x+ay+c.(.fa) Iogx
7. p'—_qz.	 jMetu 681
8. z (p'z2 +q9+ 1.	 [Delhi 12i

Type IV. Equation of the form
fi(x,p)=f(y,q)

I.e., separable equations.
In this case Ciairaut's auxiliary equations are

dp - dq	 dx - ilj
?f7	 —//' . —c'Jpijijoq

giving	 dp Li' dxO or df1=..U,
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or	 fi=constant=(c say).
Thus (I) gives

fi(x,p)=f2(y,q)=.c;
these give p and q. The values of p and q so obtained are put in

dz=.pdxqdy. -
On integrating it, the complete integral is obtained.
Singular and general integrals are obtained in the usual way.

. 1. Solve qwpx-f-p'.	 [Agra 55]
Solution, Lct.px +p3—q=c (say)

[of the form fi(p, x)=j(q, y)]
Then p+px=c.gives p=4 (—x+ V(x'+4c),

and	 q=cgivesqc.
Putting these in dzp dx+q dy, we get

dz..4 [—x+V(*-l-4c)Jdx+c dy.
Integrating,
z [—x+xV(x1 +4c)+c log [x+/(x2+4c)]+cy+a.

Ex. 2. Solve p5+qx+y.
IVIkrans 64; Agra 59; 54; Sagar 62]

Solution. The equation can be written as
pI_x=y_q2...c (say)	 (form f1(xp)=f(y,q)].
Then p' — x—c gives p=/(c+x)

and	 y—q5=.c gives q=V(y—c).
Putting these in dz=p dx+q dy, we get,

dz— /(c+x)dx+.f(y.—c)dy.
Integrating, Z+O=I	 f (Y — c)*12 is the solution.
Ex. J. Solve	 /p+s/q=2x	 [Agra 56]
Solution.. Write the equation as %1p—q=c (say).
Then s/p_2x=c gives p=(c2x)a,

and	 —q =c gives qc'.
Putting these values in d:—p dx±q dy, we get

dz(c+7x' dx+c' dy.
Integrating,	 z1 (c+2x)$+c2y+a.

Ex. 4. Solve xp'.i.yq'.
Solutiun. Let xIpI=yq2=c$ (say).
Then	 P.'cIxandti=c/Vy.

dzpdx+qdya(c/x)dx+(c/y)dy,
.z=c log x+2c,/y+a.

: Ex. 5. Integrate.
pel=Qer.	 [Meerut 69]

S.lutk. This can be written as
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pc_-qe'=C, say.
Then	 p-=ce- and y=ce'.
Putting these values in dz=p !x-1 q dr,

we get	 dz=c (ex dx+e dy).
Integrating, the complete solution is z+a=c (e+e').
Lx. 6. Solve pq=xy.	 [ICarnatak 63; I.A.S. 601
Solution. We have p/x =y/q —c say)..

p — X, q+y/c.
dzpdx+qdv=cxdx+(y/c)dy.

Integrating, z= jcx + 4(y2/c) + a or 2cz= cx1+y2+b.
Exercises

Find complete integral for the following equations.:
1. q=2j.	 Ans. z=cx+c*y2+a
2. p2y3q=x2y$.

Ans. z=IxV(x'±c)+jc log (x+ V(x2+c))—* +1og y+a.

3. q=xyp2.	 Ass. z.+a2V(Cx)+Cy2.
21. Use of Transformation.

We now take some of those examples which can be reduced to
standard forms by using some trarsforniations.

Fles which can be reduced to the form f(p, q)0
 Solve xp'+y2q2z2.

[Raj. 63, 51; Karnatak M.Sc. 61J
Solution. The equation can be put as

ZOX/	 zt9yJ

Now, let us put dz =dZ, i.e. z=eZ,

i.e. y—e1'

dx
and	 i.e.

Then the given equation becomes
faZ\' aZ'j\
I -! +1- I =1
axj 'oY/

which is of the above form.
Hence compicte solution is Z=aX+bY+ci

where	 a1-b5=1,
le.,	 Z=aX+V(1—a5) log Y+cj.
Or log z-a log x+ /(1—a') log y+ci.
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If we put	 89 that ./(I —a2)---sin m, the completesolution can be written as	 -
log z=cos Ix log +s	 log y+log c,

or
Ex. 2. Solve (y —x) (qy—px)=(p_q)2.	 (Raj. 54; Agra 65]Solution. Let us put X+Y rX, xy, Y, so that

0z øz ax øz ay øz	 8:
øxøX dX +8Y 19x _r8X1+ôyy,
a:-CIaz— CIZ ax 8z 8Y az . a: •

Substituting these
becomes	 values of p and q, the given equation

f Iaz øz	 \	 10: 8:	 't 
1 (5,7z

(y—x)	 Y) X	 \(y—x)

ax
Iaz\	 8z\2i.e., (y—x) 	 J(y—x)2 (-•p)

øz 18z\2or	 which is of the above form.Tx
Complete solution is z_ä3!(+bx+c where a — bt or b_—Va.
Z_—aX±Vay+c0 (X+y)+%/(axy)+c*Ex. 3. (x+y) (p+q)2(x—y) (p_q)21. 	 [Agra 58:!Solution. Let us put x+yX , x—y=YZ. ThenOz 3z ax azay	 •

(1 8z Iso that

8: 8: ax a: a	 X81'
p_qL!._ (!.	 I az \	 }' )'

2kXaxy)	 .J
Putting these values, the given equation becomes

faz\2 18z)2
I of the standard formf( . p, q) =0.

complete Integral is z=aX+by+c're	 a+ba=.l or bV(I_ai)
ZaX+V(I_a) Y-fc,

z a.I(x +y)+ VU Q) V(x—y)+c.. 4. Solve pqxmyv2!

Sohition. The equation is '-_.
XM

Put z= LL
'n+•l •'	 "+1
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az øZdx —
.Ip. 1 OZ—OZ. dy	 IThen	 _

.. the equation becomes OZ 8z

or	 FQJ.	 (Tyke 1) S
SOlUtjofl 18 Z aX+bY+c, Where ab= I

Z=aJ?+!Y+c	
V

x"'	 ya+1
or —o---1- +--+c.

Ex. 5. pm 'ec' x+z'q cosec" y—zhflI(r.I-n)	
V

Solution. The equation can be written as
/z110) az \m /	 8z\"

cOsxx )	

z-ti(i-n-1..

Put z'i("") dz—dZ, i.e. Z. 1—n 2(m-,,1 ")
rn — n—I

cos2 xdx=dX, i.e. X=(x+4sjn2x)
sin 8 y dy=dY i.e. Y= (—+ sin 2y).

Then the equation becomes
IaZ\m az',"

Complete solution is ZaX+bY+c,
where	 am +b"=I or b__(l—am)lin.

Z=aX+(I —i"i Y-l-c is the complete solution where
A', Y. Z are as given above.

Examples which transform to type 11
Ex6iObe 4xyzpq+2px 8y 2qxy3.
Solutiun. Put xX"8, yY1!2; then

	

! 2I112	 =2Y1A3xXdx
the equation becomes

13z &
z=X+Y+.	 .	 (Type 11)

complete solution is z—_aX+bY+ab
or	 z—_ax2+by2+ab.	 ...(l)

Singular Solutior. Differ.ntiating (1) partially w.r.t. a and b,
we get O=x1 +b, Oy4a.

Eliminating a, b the singular solution is
+ x2yt==O.

Examples which transform to type Ill
Ex. 7. Solve q2y8 z (z—px).	 [Delhi Hons. 72, 69 ; Raj. 641

A
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' Solution. Putting u=log x v=Iogy, the equation becomes

	

Iaz\ s 1	 dzI — I —zIz--.

	

L	 au
8x dx Øz dzNow put	 -a , where X=u+av.

The equation tlken becomes a	 [z_}

	

Idzt	 dx
ta:i') +z.—z'=O,

so that	 =- [l±,/(1+4a)j.
Integrating. 20z[— 1±.,/(l +4a2)1 (.+log c)].

.or	 as X—u+av etc.
Ex. S. Solve p2x2=z.(z—qy).
solution. Put u=tog xv—Iog y and proceed as above.
Ex. 9. Solve pq=x5'y"z1.	 [Raj. 61; Agra 57; Lucknow 56]
Solution. Put	 u,--i-- =v,

•	 øz ax au	 øzso that	 p==. =x" au
•	 )z• az	 L.	 ,

and —=ç-.;--J ,By
Hence thecquation becomes

øz ?z- -	 or PQ—z'.

Thid is of the formf(P, Q,	 O.

	

Pz dz	 8z	 dx
+Put	 r.

	

and	 where Xuav; then quatio
•	 Idz	 ,
Isp	 =Z.

or	 Vaz_hlI dz1X. -
x	 u4-cvIntegrating,

I-Qr.)t£	 ya+i
or	 +a ,--j-} +c from (1).

xampes which after substitution take the form of type IV
E,. 10 SoIe z (p-f-q)=x-f.2.	 (Agra-651
Soutiofl. It we put z dz.-dZ, i.e,

1:
z	 r;.-rP(say)and ---...	 -Q(say),



\',, -i	 ar Pa' hal (.)iffe r'fli jal / qa?ti ns / 0 at i ( lilt

then the equation becomes

	

P 2 4Q=x 2 +	 or P--. -	 -	 - c (say)

), Q--
d7=Pdv-' Qdr
- /(c 2 d x 2) J •

1ntegatir.g 7 -4xvc	 2 lag jxt
(')	 C	 ag i -t-/U2 C .'),,

Replace Z by	 to get the carnpte souton.
Ex. lI	 Solve	 xZvpZq

Solution. Ttne equation can h '. rtten as
\2

\Z(. / \2y

Put 
.1 

d:= L ,i., Z ,av

	

IA: AL	 I P2 ,7

	

-	 I	 aaI	 --

	

:x t)x	 v

the eq l iatioj, h c(.v'c	 j'p'()

ar X?i2	 (saY).

lien	 () -
x

?L	 Jx)'t=i.Ji,

Iniegratug, /c log k --	 (I

Now pjfl Z 10 z and ntp(it)
F.._-f2.	 Sole	 ) ( p 2 f .'-'	 1	 b
Solution.	 Putting x T CC j 	y t .in 0,

ix, 0 - tan-'	 2

y	 jn A.
X I	 C)	 T

c:
.,,

(Z

rr

r

2 (2	 1
-.	 .-.

	

- Si:)0	 -
r
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x+J,3+q3)l becomes
r [(øz)a 1(az) }
	

. p2 ()
	 (say)

• az c

dz+	 gives,

dz=dr+4,(1_ct) A. z=c lOg r+V{(I—c')) °+a
or	 z— lc log (x1+y2)f/{(j_c2)} tan (y/x)+a.'

Lx. 13. Solve z (p'—q2)x--y. 	 [Agrà 61)
Solution. The equation is

fl	 øz\ 1	 OzllRzø)TIyz 
_) 

j__x_'.ay
Let us put ,/z dz=dZ i.e. Zc= gz'.
Then the equation is

laz',.azz
—x

W
—.vWax , 

or P2—Qx—y or P2—X=C'_y—c, say,so that PJ(c+x), Q=/(c+ji).
Now dZPdx+Q dy/(c+x) dx+a/(C+y) dy.
integratng, Z= (c+x)J2+a+f(c+y)3I2

or Z3I2= (C+x)li2+(C+, 312+b as Z=fz'.
Exercises

Find complete integral of following examples:
1. (1 -.x2) yp2+x2qo	 Ans. (2zay2 b)a (l-x2).2. (p2+q2z2 x--y. Ass, flog z(x+a)SJ*_(y_a)Jl+b.
3. Py+qx+pq=o,

	Ans. 2z—ax2+by3+c,
4	 _q2=
	 Ass. OZI'=(l +ax) 2+(ay — l)3' 2+b.

	

Hint. Put	 u etc.
Solutions satisfying given conditions.
Ex. Find a complete integral of the partial differential equation(p'+ q2) x=pz,

and deduce the solution which passe' through the curve x==O, z24y.
Solution. Letf.p2+qjx_pz.
The Charpit's auxiliary equations are

dp dq	 dq	 dx	 dy
(p+q2lp —pq—P(2px—Z)—q2px —2px+z -2qxThe first two give p dp .f-.q dq=O.
Integrating, p2+q'a (sa).
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Now putting p'+qa in (I), this redices to
a2x

a'x.-pzO or

so that q'=ap'f1 (z' — Ox') or qr/(z2_a2x),

Now putting these in dz=p dx+q dy, we get

dz=_dx+/(z—a'x) dy..

43

zdz—a'xdxOr	 G dx..

Integra'ing it, (z'—a5x1)111--ax+b,
so that the complete integral is

...(2)
We have to determine values of a nd b So that it passes

through xO, z2=4y.
Setting x=O and z'=4y, (2) gives

4y=(ay+b)5 or 4y=a2y5±2aby+b1
or a8y2-4-(2ab-4) y+bO.

This will have real roots if (ab-2)2=a2b' i.e. ifab=I.
Therefore the appropriate one-parameter family is

zs='+( ay+!)'

or a4 (x3+y')+a2 (2y—z')+li.=O,
and this has its envelope the surface

(2y.—z=4 (x'+y5)
which is the required solution.

Exercises
1. Find a complete integral of the equation

p2x+qy=z
and hence - derive the equation of an integral surface of which the
line yusl, x+z= O is a generator.

Aug. (x+ay—z+b)4bx, xy=z (y-2),
2. Show that the equation'

xpq+yq'=l
has complete integrals

(a) (z+b)8 4 (ax+b)
(b) .kx(z-l-h)k5y+x'

and deduce (b) from (a).
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31. Linear partial Differential equation with constant coefficients
In this chapter we shallconsider partial differential equations

in which higher partial differential coefficients of z OCCUT withrespect (ox andy but power of each differentiai that. occur'or z
i one Such an equation is called linear partial differentialequation. If the coefficients of various terms are Constant q:antj-ties, then it is called the linear differential equation with constantcoefficients. Thus it is in general of th form

AoI	 a"z	 . 6	
+\ / &'tz

Oxa-2 0YB,--1B1

+ ... +&..,1z)^... + (K + KJ!)+Lz_—f(x 
where 4.. AI...A,, Be.	 K1, L are all constants.

For convenience the operators and	 are denoted by Pax
and D' and no the above equation can be written as

[(A0IY' +A 1 IY'' D' + ... + AaD'j+(BaD 1 +B1DnI D.'

or more briefly a F(b, D') z—f(y y)
whee F(D, D')(4.O'+ ... +A,,D'')4-... +(K,D+.K1D')+L.
32. Homogeneous linear partial differential equation with const-

ant coefficients
If F(D, D') is homogeneous in D and fl

I.e. F(D, D_AOD+AIDiI_1D+ -I-AD',
then equation	 F(D,IY) z=f (v; y)
or +4D' zf(x, .,')
is called the linear homogeneous equation.
3 .3 S

o
lution of a partial differejitial equation.

There are in general two pirtF of Ike complete solution, namelycomplementary function (C. F.) and the particular integral (P.!.).The most general SOlUti9fl of F(D, D') z=O is called comple-mentary function and any Particular solution if FD, 9') z..f(x, r)is called a particular sylutlon; and

Complete Solution .=C.F..pj.
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34. To find complementary function.
Complementary function is solution of F(D D') z=O.
Let F(D, D') a D—mjD') (D-'m2D') ... (D—m,,D'),

where in1, rn2 ,.., rn, are some constants.
Consider	 (D—m,D') z=0,

8z	 øz
qI.e., --m, i=O or p—m--0,

which is of Lagrange's form. For it Lagrange's subsidiary

equations* are	
dx dy dz

•	 1 —m, 0
First two relations give dy --rn, dx-=O

or	 y+rn,.x-c1 (on integral ion).
Last relaticñ gives dz=0 or z—c.
Hence z=, (y+m,x) is solution of (D—m,.D') z0 where 4, is

an arbitrary function
Similarly solutions crrespondiig to all factor3 otf(D, D')

can be obtained.
Hence if m 1 . rn2,..., 'n are all distinct, the complementary

solution Is given by
• z=4 (+inax +Sf' '+m2x+...+S,, (y+mx).

Cor. Let us suppose that z—c(y+rnx) be a solution of
F(D, D')z=O; then

Drz=mr#()(y+mx),	 -
and	 D"z=0004 mx).

Thus F(D, D') z_—(AoD"+AIDlD'+...ARD') 2
=(Aorn+ Aj,n 1 + . .A/ )(y + mx).

The equation Aom"+Atm'+ ...+AR=O
is called the auxiliary equation; in 1 , m,, as considered above
are the a roots of the auxiliary equation, it will be noted that
the auxiliary equation is simply obtained by putting Dn:, D'I
in F(D, D')=O.

Ex. 1. Solve	 r=a21.	 Agra 62. 591

Solution. We know that r=
822 

D2z.

and	 t=.4=D'2z.

Hene' the equation can be written as D2_a2D'9 z0.
The auxiliary equation is rnt-a3=01

giving	 fli=a, ,n= —a.
*If an equation is Pp+QqR, then Làgrangs sutsidiary c ivakns are

- dy
FQR'
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Therefore the solution is z 1(y+mx)-j.21.. in2x

z=&i(y+d) f#a(Y—ax)
Ex. 2. Solve (Ds_7Pff2 +61Y3) Z,
Solution. The auxiliary equation is

giving m1 =l, m2 =2, m3=-3
Therefore the solution is

Or z=#L(y+x)+02(y+2x)+9(y3x)
Lx. 3. Solve (D3- 3D2D'+2U2D) Z0.
Solqtlon, The auxiliary equation is

ms_3m2+2m=0,
giving	 m1-0m21 1 m22.

Therefore the solution is

Lx. 4. Solve a2z +a 
Ø2

pO•
Solution. The equation is (D2+a2D 2) z=O.
The auxiliary equation is m2+4=0

giving m=ai, m2 = —al.
Therefore inc solution is z=j(y+4(x)+02(j,_ aix).

84z a4zEX- '5- Solve
8x4 y

Soluti
on *

'The equation is (D4 —D') z=0.
The auxiliary, equation is m4 — 1=0,

or (m2+I) (n,2 —l)=O giving m=±J, ±i.
Therefore the solution is

ix),
Exercises

Solve the following differential equations
1. 2r+ 5s-i- 2t=6.	 Ans.
2. (2D2D'_3DD'2+D'3) z=ti.

Ans.
'3. (DS_3ODD'+2asjyt) z=O. Ans.
4. (D3—D*D'+ lbD'2_ 6D'3) z=o:

Ans. Z1(y+x)+#i( 2x)(y.i. 3t)
When auxiliary equation has repeated rootsLet a root ni of the auxiliary equation be repeated twice.Consider

(D—rnJY) (b .—infl') z=O.
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Putting	 (D-inD') z= u,
• equation (I) becomes

(D-mD) u=O
and its solution is u=#,(y+lnx),
or (D-MV) z=(y+my) putting the value of a in (2).

This can be written as
p—mq--s61(y+mx)

which is of Lagrange's form. Lagrange's subsidiary equations
for this are

dx_dy_ dz

I --m #z(y1-'nx)

The first two relations give dy+rn dx=O or y+mx==ca.
Again from the relations dz

we get	 !z(c1) dx as Y+mxc1
or	 z=X1(c1) +c2.

Therefore the gençral solution of (I) is
Z_41(y+mx)+3(y+mx)

In general if a root m repeats r times,
i.e., (.D—mD7 zO,
then z=#j y+mx)+x (y+mx)+...+xr_3 #,(Y+mx).
• Ex. 1. Solve 25r-40s+16t0

Solution. The equation can be written as
(25D-40Db'+ 16D'*) z=O.

The. auxiliay equation is 25m240m+160,..
or (5m-4)=0,

Therefore solution is z=#I(5y+4x±x(5y+4x).
Ex. 2. Solve (D 2D3fl'±2DD'_D'4) z=O.
Solution. The auxiliary equation is

M4-2o3f_1o,
or (n?-J )$ (m+ l)=-O, ,n 1, 1, 1,

Therefore the solution is

Ex. 3. Solve r--4s+4t=O.	 [Raj. 661Solution. The equation can be written as
(D2-4DD'+4D') z=O.

The auxiliary equation is '2-4',z-40
giving m=2. 2.

Therefore the solution is zc1(y 4- 2x) + x(y+2x). -
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Exercises

Solve the following equations
1. (0--3D5D'+3DD'5.--D'3) z=Q,

Aug z=i(y+x)+X#,(y+X)+Xs(y+X)
2. (D4+JY6_2D2D) z=O.

Aug. z=1(y+x)x(y+X)+#8(YX) + x45y—x)
3. (D3-2DD'+DD 2) zO.

Aug. z4j(y)+y+x)+xa(v+X).
4. (4D'+12DD'+9D") z=O.

Ans. z=(2y-3x)+x (2y-3x)
36. Particular Integral.

Given the partial differential equation
FD, .D')=ftx, y),

any solution of it free from arbitrary constants gives a particular
integral. Now consider

F(D, D')1 (x, y)

This identically satisfies the given equation. Therefore,

particular inte8ral=F(l) D')

	

The	

y).

The symbolicfunction F(D, D') can be treated as an algebraic
function of)) and D' and can be factorized or expanded in ascend-
ing powers of)) 1..FV*

Ex. 1. Solve (D'-6DD' + 91Y) z=i 2x' + 36xy.
Solution. The auxiliary equation is m 2—rn+9==0 giving

m=3,3.
Therefore C.F.=j(y+3x)+x2(y+3x).

Now P•I•=oDl 6DD'+9D'5) (12x1+16'cy)

CD- (12x2+35xy)

I I 3D\ (12x5+36xy)

...J... [(12+36xy))+(36x)

* means integration w.r.t. x, Tr means integration w. r. t. y, and

so on and P.I. would be differoot if F(D, .D') is expanded in acen"ing powers
o(DorD'.
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=x4 +6x3y+6x 362-ç-4=lOx4+6x3y.

Therefore the complete solution is
z-1(y+3x)+x#, (y+3x)+ lOx'+6x3y.

*Ex. 2. Solve r+(a+b) s+abt—xy.
[Raj.1961;Agra 1958]

Solution. The equation can be written as
[D'+(a+b) DD'+abD 2] z=xy.

The auxiliary equation is nt+(a+b) m+abO,
or ('n+a)(m+b)O, giving m=-a, —b.

Hence the C.F,=(y—ax)+#a(y._.bx).
I

D+(a+b)fljy+abJYk (xy)

4[ 1+(a+b)-+ab}1(xy)

1	 (a+b)	 XY3j X---	 T_(a+b)2_4.

Hence the complete solution is
z_i(y_ax)+_.bx)+3y_2 (a-4-h)x'.

03-. 03z
Ex. 3. Solve

Xg

Solution. The equation can be written as
(0—D'3) z=x3y3.

Auxiliary equation is m3-1=O or m3=1,
giving	 m=l, W w1, where co is a cube root of unity.

C.F.=#i(y- x)+Wy+wx)+(y+wx).
X3y3

P.I.	 (xy)

bs-	 D3

x6.y3H.6x3	 x
fl—.6 4.5.6.7.8.9 120 10080

Therefore the omplctc solution is

Ex. 4. Solve log s=x+y.	
120 IWO

$1
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Solution. The equation can be written as

: eX+V or .DD'z—e1-v.
For complementary function we have to consider

DD'z=O.
This gives C.F. =i(x)+2(y).

Now P.L=b, ex+Y__ell.

Therefore the complete integral is
Z,(x) +s(y) +e.

Ex. S. Solve 8z 02z

Solution. The auxiliary equation is
2 —!.=O giving m=1, —1

C.F. '#z(y+x) +#2(y—x).

	

1I	 -iAlso '' 
D2iY (x—Y)=(I_

jy2
) (x—ji

=(i+-2+...) (x—y)= (x-_y)-=x3_4x2j.

Therefore the complete solution is
y =d(y x)+(y_x)+x3.4x2y.

Exercises
Solve the following equations

1. (D2. a2jy2) z—x.	 Ans.
2. (DS—DD'-6D'2) z=xy.

Ans.	 hx4.OX
3. (D2_ 2DD'+D'2) r=l2xy.

Ans. z=(y-1-x)+x2(j+x)+2x3y+
4. (D3-7D1Y3.--6D'3) z-•=x2+xy2+y3.

Ans. z= t(y_x)-f 2(y-2x)+(y+3x)
xs

4- x8+ ( I

S. (Ds1Y2Diy2+D'3)

Ans. Z= #i( 3') -f S2(XFY)+V4 3(XFy)+_ y
A Short Method

When fix, y) is a function of ax I- /)Y,' we have a shorter
method for determining the particular integral.

Consider	 f(x, y)=#(ax--by).
Then	 ax+by)=a'q(,) (ax+by)
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and
where pr) is rth diltbrential of# with respect to ax+by as a whole.

Since F(D, 11) is homogenequs in 1) and 0' of order fl,
FD, D') #(ax+by)=F(z, b) #)(ax+by),

or	
D1 D')

provided that Fa, b)960.
Further let ax+by=:; this gives
- I	 =
RD. D) 	 F(o, b) "

1cg rating both the sides it times with respect to 4 we get

FtD, D') (t)_F(' b) .1 .f ... f (t) dt ... dt,

where :=ax+ by.
Working Rule. To get the particular integral of an equation

F(A D') z=,(ax+by), where F(D, D') is a homogeneous function
of 1), D' of degree ii, proceed as follows:

(I) Put ax+by=:; and integrate (t), ii times with respect to t.
(II) Put a for .0 and b for I)' to get F(u, b) in F(D, El).

(iii) Now P.I..=	 xnth integral of 4(t) with respect to z,
where i='ax+by.

Ex. 1. Solve (W+2DD'-i-D'5) z=e''.
- Solution. The auxiliary equation is.

m5+2m+1=0 giving . m—i, i—I.
Hence

Also P. e'.

Here e 3' is a function of the form 4a+by) and D5+2JJD'
11±' is i homogeneous function of D. I)' of degree 2.
Integrating e 3,1 twice with respect to (2x+3y), we gee'.
Also putting 2 for D and 3 for JY,,

•	 I	 e'P.L=222•2•3,3i. C$V=3_.

Therefoit the complete solution is
z4 1(y—.x) -l-$i(y— x) +2e'

•
OX 18)

Ex. 2. Solyc1 ¼
2 +

O2
—
x
j =cos MX 'COS Ply.

Solution Auxiliary equation is 'n 1 +l=O, giving ;n-±i.
C.F.-r.#,(y+IX) +4(y—ix).	 -
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mx cos ny

4	 laos (mx+ny)+ cos (mx—ny)]

—cos (mx+ny	 (mx—ny)
2	 m2+n'

integrating cos t twice with respect to I
where tmx±ny

ços mx cos fly.
(m2±n2)

Therefore the èomplete solution is.

Ex. 3. Solve (D'+3DD'+21Y5) z=x--y.
[Delhi ions. 71, 6$; Agra 52]

Solution. The auxiliary equation is
m2+3m4-2=O giving m-2,--1.

C.F.#j(y—x)+(y-2x),
I.	

(x+y)

1z3.11+214Jtdtd1, where tx±y

_(+y)
36

Therefore the complete solution is

Zi (Y-x)+0 (y-2x)+..

Ex. 4. Solve,+=3O(2x±y).

 Auxiliary equation is rn+ I O, giving m= ±i.
Hence CF.#y+ix) +#(y—ix).

30(2x+y)
D*--D'

21+1230 t di di, where l2x±y

Therefore the complete solution is
zi+i)+(y—ix)+(2x+y3.

Ex. 5. Solve (D—aD')2 Z=(X+1(y)+XX+by).
Solution..The auxiliary equation is

(m—a)2,O, giving m=a, a.
Hence C.F.#i(y+ax)+xy ax).
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P.!. (D_aD')Z [#(x) +"(y) + X(x+by)}	 -

[(x+O.y)+(O.x+y)+X(x+by)}

(x) dx+ff	 ) dy dY+(y--6(—
I-L-)- X(t) di di,

where t=x+dy.
Therefore the complete solution is

z C. F. + P. I.
Exercises

Solve the following equations
1. (D2+DD'-2D'2) z/(2x--y).

Ans. zr j(pfx).+ 2(y ._ 2x)4	 (2x+y)51.
2. (r--2s+i)=sin (2x+3y).

Ans. z—y-f x)-i-X#2(v-j-X)--.sin (2x+ 3.v).
3. (2D2_5DD'+ 2D'2) z=24 (y--x).

Ans. z=j(y-j2i-e 2(2y-fx)-.j- (3,—X)3.
4. (D+IY) z= sin x.

Ans, z=(y-x)-cos x.
5. (D2•-2DD'+D') Z=e2.

Ans. 2

38. Exceptkwal case when F(a, b)=O
If F(a, b)=O, thee our me t hod of previous article fails.
Now Na, b)=O if and only if

(bD---aD') is facior of FAD').
ierefore we m y write

P(D, )Y)=(hD--aD') G(D, D').
Cnsider now (bD—W) z=(ax+by). The subsidiary equations

for this are
dx dv -	 di
b -	 (ax+hy)'

The first two relations give ax-t1y=c (const.)
dx	 dz

Also wa	 we have

dz4 (c) dx, as ax-f hy=c.

Integrating, z—	 (c) or	 (ax.-hy),

The particular integral is now given by

(ax-F-by)
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X	 1
—-%(ax+by)

G(a, b) #(ax+b,)
where 0(t) is obtained after integrating (t) as manytimes as is the degree of G(D, U) and G(a, b)96O.Next consider the relation

FD, &)=(bD—oD') G(D, D')
Differentiating it wr.t. D, this gives

F' (1), IY)=bG(D, DI ±(bD—aJy) G' (D, .D'),to that	 F' (a, b)bG(a, b)+O.
Therefore the particular integral can be written as

P b);T #(ax+by).

orklug Rule. To evaluate 5D') S(ax-f-by) when F(a, b)—o,
Proceed as follows:

(1) diflerentjate..F(D, 
x

D') with respect to 17 partially andmultiply the expression by , so that
1	 -	 I

lDiYj aX+by)x	 6(ax+by\
(ii) If F' (a. b) is also zero, difTerentjat F'(D, I)') with respectto 1) partially and multiply by x again, so thai

Nb5. #(ax+by)x20(ax+by).

Proceed with thid type of differentiation and everytime multiply
by  as long as the derivative of F(D. D') vaniShes when D=a and

(ill) If Fe') (a, b)O,	 D') (ax+by) can be evaluatedas in §31.
*Ex. 1. Solve 4 ('—')+t 16 log (x-l-2y).	 (Agra 611SO1Utio. The differential equation can be written as

z=16 log (x+2y).
The auxiliary equation is

4112-4128 1 . 10 giving m, .
Hence C.F.1(2y+x)+x (2y+x),

16 log (x+2r.
The denominator vanishes when D=I and D'=2. So difreren.--tinting ?(D, if) w.r.t. D and multiplying the expression by x,

P- 1- =X 
7$-o 16 log (x-I-20).
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Xhe denominator again vanishes when D— I, D'..=2.
Hence again differentiating the denominator w.r.t. D and

multiplying by x,
P.I.=x.16 log (x+2y)

2 2 log (x+2y)
Hence the complete solution is

z=(2y+x)+x6,(2y+x)+2x2 log (x+2y).
Ex. 2. Solve (D-4D2b'±4DD')	 4 . sin (2x+y).

[Delhi Hons 69]
Solution. The auxiliary equation is

ms_4m2+4m=O or m (m-2)2=0.
This gives	 m=O, 2, 2.

C. F. #i(y + z(y+2x+xMv+ 2x.

Now P.L_D3_4D$L,+4DD3 .4 sin (2x+y).

The denominator becomes zero when D=2, V= 1.
Differentiating the deno. w.r.t D and multiplying by x,

4 sin (2x+y).

The denominator again vanishes when D=2, D=l.
Therefore again dift the denominator w.r.t. D and multiplying

by x,

6D-80' 4 sin (2x-Ey).

The denrninator, which is of order I, does notvanish when
D=2, D'=1.

4x3(.
• 	 s in dt where t(2x+y)

—x' cos 1—x2 cos (2x-4-y).
Therefore the complete solution is

z#i)+(y+2x)±x(y+2x)_x2 co (2x+y).
Ex. 3. Solve the equation

03u	 85u	 a3"
p-4 	(2x+y).	 [Agra 1967]

Solution, The auxiliary equation
1n3-4tn'-1-4rn=4, gives m=O, 2, 2.
.•. C.F.=#j(y).J-4(j'+2x)+x(y+2x)

cos (2xf)-)

the denominator vanishes when D'2, D''l
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6D-8D' 
COS (2x+y)

differentiating twice and multiplying by x2

sin (2x+y)

integrating cos (2x+y) once *.r.t. 2x+y.
Therefore the complete solution is

z1(y)-f02(y+2x)+x JJ)+)± x2 sin (2x+y).
Ex. 4. Solve (D3-2D2D'—DD'2+2D'3) z=e'.
SOlutlem The auxiliary equation is

i.e. (rn—i) (m+1) (m-2)=O,m1, —1, 2.
.. C.F.=(y+x)+Y_)+(y+).

IP.I.
	 e+'

here deno. vanishes when D=I, D'=l

3D-4DD'+ D'!
differentiating the deno. w.r.t.)) and multiplying by x,

X3 11_4.1 ''JJ el d? di wher: t=x±p

integrating twice as 3D'-4D&—D" is of order 2.

The complete solution is
z=#-+x)+,(y—) i-# y+.2x)_xex+v.

Ex. S. Solve	 5 -2a	 +a2 Zf(+)

Solution. The auxiliary equation is.
m2-2orn+oO giving m=a, a.

Hence the

NOW P.I.=Dt 2aDD, 'D2 f.€v+ax.

multiplying by xand duff, the deno. w.r.t. D
I

Xjj2rfO'—ax)

multiplying again by x and duff, the deno., w. r. t. D.
Hence the complete solution is
z=y+ax)+x(y +ax) 4x!f (y-l-ax.

EL 6. Solve (D_D')2 z=x+ç(x--y),
Solution. The auxiliary quation is (n1-1)2.6.
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m=l,1.
C.F.== c6 I(y+x)+x98 (y+X).	 S

(x±y)

second is a case of failure
1 '1 	 Ill-E)-"+x	 _..D) #(x+y)

multiplying second by x and dill, its deno. w.r.t. D

x+x2.,j6(x+y)

=x+xçf(x+y).
Hence the complete solution is

z#i(y + x)±x#2(y+x)'+ IX3+fx2c6(x+Y).

Exercises

Solve the following equations:
1. (2D2-DD'-3D'2) z-5e.

Ans. z-i(y_x)+#6(2y+3x)+Xex Il

2. (D2_ 5DD+4D' 2) z=.. sin (4x+y),
Ans. z=01(y+x)+(y+4X)- x 'os (4x --y).

3. (D2_ 6DD+9D 2) z=6x+2y.
Ansi z- y+ 3x) + x bz(y + 3x) fx2 (3x+y).

39. A general method of finding the P.I.
Consider the equation

(D-mD') z=f(x, y).
This can be written as

p.-mq=fx, y.
Lagrange's subsidiary equations for this are

dx_ dy	 dz
T --tit jix,y)

The first two relations give
y+mx=c (constant).	 .. .(l)

Taking Tj
dx	 dz

,	
we get on integrition

z=Jf(x,y) dx

.rJf(x. c-mx) dx as putting y=c--mx from (1).

Thus	 f(x, v)=Jf(.v. c-nix) dx,
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where the constant c is to be replaced by y -I-mx after integration,as the particular integral is not to contain an arbitrary constan
Now If the equation is F(D. D) zf(x, y),

where F(D, Y)(D—m1D') (D—m2J7)...(DmJy)

then	
DifliYD'•••flD f(x,y).

This can now be evaluated by the repeated application of the
above method.

Ex.1. Solve !+s-6ty co!i)	 [RJIJ. 66; Agri 63, 61]Solution. The equatioii be written as
(D2+DD'_6D'2) zy cos;.

The auxiliary equation is 'n2+m - 60, giving
m2, —3.
C.F.l(y+2x)+(3x)

For finding particular integral we use the general method.

= (D-2D')(D+3fl') y cos x

D-21Y f (c+ 3x) cos x dx,

because corresponding to (D+3D) z=O, y-3xc

rc sin x4-3x sin x+3 cos xl

sin x+3x sin x± 3 cos xj

• replacing c by y-3x
•

Again when (D—M) z=O y+2x=à'.
... P.1.== f[(c'-2x) sin x+3 cos x] dx

= -c' cos .x-2 ( — x cos X+S j fl x)+3 sin x
-(Y+29) cos x-l-2x cos X+ gjfl x as c'=y+2x
—y cos X+ sin X;

Therefore the complete solution is
COS X5jfl X.

Ex. 2. Solve (D*+2DD'+1y2) z=2 cos y—x sin y.
Solution. The auxiliary equatioa ism'+2rn4-I=O,

i.e., (,n+I)2=.O or m=—1, .'—1,
C.F.010_x)+x40._x).

1Now	 cos y—x sin j')
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1	 1'
D--D'ii, 2cos y—x sin y

DD' 1(2 cos c+x)—x sin (c+x)] dx

as for (D+D')z=O,y—x=c

[2 Sin (c+x)+x coS(c-)-x)—sjn (c±x)]

(sin y+x cos y) replacing c byy—x

= j [sin (c +x+xcoS (c+x] dx as again y—x=c

= —cos (c+x)+x sin (c+x)+cos (c+x).
on integratio-

x sin (c+x)=x sin y as c=y—x.
Therefore the complete solution is

z#i(y-x)+xS,(y-x)+x sin Y.
Ex. 3. Solve r—t=t an3 x tan y—tan x tan

s
y. 	 [Agra 72]

Solution The given equation can be written as
(D'—D") z=tan 3 x tan y—tan x tn Y.

A.E. is	 m2—I=0 or rn=1,
.'. CF.=i(y+x)+,(yx)

and P.L=D'D,tan x tan y (tan' x—tan2 y)

(D+D(D—D') 
tan x Ian y (sec3 x--see

s
 y)

D+DJE1 see x' tan (c—x)

.—tanx tan (c— x) sees (c—x)]dx
as corresponding to (D—D') z=O, y+x=c

D tD' [ 
tan2 x tan (c—x)+4 tan2 x sec' (c—x) dx

+ tan x tanz (c_x) — Ij tan2 (c—x) sec1 x dx

[tan2 x tan (c—x)± tan x tan'

+ f(se CS x—sec1 (C--X)) dx]

[tan' x tan 
y+tan x tan' X+tan x+tan yJ

replacing c by y+x
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5 [tan x Sec2 (c' +x)+tan (c'+x) sec' xJ dx -
as Corresponding to (D+D') z=O,-y-xc'

= ètan x tan (c'+x)
= tan x tan y as c,y-x.

Therefore the complete solution is
tan x tan Y.

f Ex. 4. Solve r—s- 2t (2x'+xy-y) sin (xy)- cos (xy).
/ Solution, The equation can be written as

/ (D'-DD'-2D") z(2X2+Xy-yI) sin xj'—cos xy.
/	 A.E. is m-m-20, giving m+2, -1.

C.F.4Sl(y+2x)+#2(y_x).

('2x-.y) (x-l-y) sin xy—cos xy]

= j - J [(4x .-c) (c — x) sin (x (c-2x)) .—Cos {x (c-2)}J dx

as corres onding to(D-2D') z=O,y+2xc

h-j'- [ (c-x) cos fx (c_2x}+J cos {x (c-2x)} dx

cos x (c- 2x)) dx]

integrating the first integral by parts
(C — X) cos (X(C..))

fli(Y+x) Cos .y replacing çbyy+2x

2x) cos (x (c'+x)} dx

as corresponding to (D+ D') z=O, y-x=c'
==sin x (c'+X) sin xv

Thus the complete solution is
z=O, 0'+2X)+#,(y_X)+sjn xy

LX. S. Solvø

Solution. AX. is m2-4=O, giving m=.±2

• F4xy

I 	 4x	 c-2x'
D+2D'JL2c-11 dx

as corresponding to (D-20 1) zO, y+2x=e
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I If	 2	 —2c c 21
D-h2D J1c	 (c_2x)*YfiJ dx

(c-2x) ++2logx]

D+2D' 
[log y+	 -l2-+2 log

replacing c by y+2x
logc+2x)+C, 	 +" x +2 log x 

as corresponding to (D-f2D') z=0,y-2xc'

log (c'+2x)+2—,	 ++4+2 log x d x i

..iif[ I.log(c'+2x)+6_.2 +_+21ogx]dx

=x log (c+2x)—f	 log (c+2x)+c' log x

+2x log xJ.2dx

=x log (c'+2x)+c+2x) log x±4_Jc	 A
—jc' log (c'-4-2x)

x log (c'+2x)+(c'+2x) log x+4x_J .dx+f. 	dx

c' log (c'+2x)
—x log (c'+2x)±(c'+2x) log x+3x
=xlogy-fylogx+3x as c'=y-2X.

Hence the complete solution is
z==qa(y+2x)+,(y-2x)+x log y+y log x+3x.

•	 Exercises
Solve the—following differential equations
1. (D3+DtD—DD'—D') z=e' cog 2x.
Mis. zj(V+x)+i(y—x)+x#,(y—X)

— 5-e' cos 2x—e' sin 2x.
2. (D1 +5DD'+5D' 2) z=x sin (3x-2y).
ADS.	 (-5+s/5) x}+ q {y+ (-5—. ,/5) .x}

•	 +x sin (3x—y)+4 cos (3x-2.r).
• 3. (DI -3DD'-4-2D z=e2xl+e1Y +cos (X+2y).

Aug . z=#i(y+2x)+(y+x)+ 1 e2 —xe2 '— cos (x±2y)
4. (D3-7DD"-013) :=cos (x—y)+x-f-xy2+y.

•	 Ans. z= i(y_x)+ y+3x)+#3(Y-2X)--X cos.(x—y)
+3+x+.g14r.V5y+¼XlY2+
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5. (D' - 4D'D'+ 5DD'2_ 21)'3) ; =
A,is. Z_#I(y.f2x)+#(y+x)+x9,(y -l-)+xc'— Ix(y+x)3i2.

6. (D'46J)Jy+6D.3)

Z96I(Y_2x)+1%(y_ 3x)+x_(y_3x) log (y-2x).
7. (DE_JD' 2lY) z=(y_ 1) ex.
Ans. z#Iy_x)+SWy+)+yex

310. Non- Homogeneous Linear Equations
• A linear partial differential equation which is not homogene-

ous is called a non-homogeneous, linear equation. Consider the
differential equation	 RD, D) z=f(x, y)where PD, D'> is now not necessarily homogeneous. WhileF(D, D'). when it is homogàneous, is always resovable into linear
factors, the same is n Dt always true when F(D. D') is non-homo-
geneous. Therefore we classify linear differential operators
F(D. U) into two main types, which. we shall treat separately.
Thcse are

(i). F(D, U) is reducible if it can be expressed as product oflinear factors of the form D -f aD'+b. where a and b are con-stants.
(ii) F(D, D) is irreducible, i.e. when F(D, D') is not reduci-ble for example D5—D'.
We first take up case. of reducible F(D, D') and it can be

simply verified that thc order in which linear factors occur is
important.
311. Complementary funetions corresponding to linear factors

Let ccD-FPD'+y be a factor of F(D, D'). To find C.F. corresp-
onding to this factor, consider the most simple non-homogeneous
equation	 (aD+PD'.+y) z=O.

This can be written as ap+q=_yz.
The Lagrange's subsidiary equations for it are

dx dv dz

ihe first to relations give
ady=prlx or

dx dz	 .Also - 
a —y---= —•	

a
gives log z —x+cOflst.- 

or	 z=cunst. e(Y1I)
Thus the complementary function is

ze(VxIc) 9fix ay)
where 0 Is an arbitrary function.

Note. If the linear factor isD-_rnUy then the correspond-ing C F. iseYz#(y+mx)
We now come to the various cases that arise
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I. F(D. D') has repeated linear factors. -
If F(D, D')=(aiD+thD'+yj)...(,.,D+pD'+y)

when all the factors are distinct, then the C.F. of F(D. D') z=O is
z e(VI #i(fljx —. x y) +... +	 #1(.x— a,y).

II. RD, D') has repeated roots. '-
Let a factor aD+$D'+y occur twice in F(D, U).

	Consider	 (aD+D'+)2 z=O	 ...(1)
Take	 (aD+PD'+y) z=Z.
Equating (I) now becomes

(oiD+D'+)Z.,O.	 -

	This gives	 Ze(V-I) #i(Px— ay) as above.
And (2) now becomes

(xD+D'+) ze(VxI(px_uy).
This can be written as

+vz+' #i(ftx—ay).
The Lagrange's subsidiary equations for this are

	

dxdy	 dz________
a P —yz+e(I). (ftx—ay)

The first two relations give fx—ay_—c.
Again . first and last, give

dx_	 dz
-i-- yz+e(VJ

or f+!' z=.!e_11#(c)

a linear equation of first withintegrating factor

e 1 Pdx...ecvxM)

Therefore,

= cj	 ç(c) dx

=c*4x#'c)

or	 z=#i(Px—ay) e+xe4s(Px.—ay)
taking ci=#i(c)(Px —ay) etc.

Thus CF. is é'1 ((px—ay)+x,(x—ay)J.

In general if uD+$U-fi occuran times in F(D, U), then the
corresponding point of CF. is

L#a X Y)+x#s(PX U) +x($x—a)J.
Note. if the factor D—mD—y repeats a

corresponding to it Is
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e'' (1(y+mx)-l-x #s(y+mx)+ ...
Cor. If a factor of F(D 1 0) is 3D'+y, and occurs only once.

then corresponding to it,
C.F. is e("7iP) 4(x).

Next ifD'+y repeats n times, then its contribution in CF. is
e(-"M) E#i(Px)+xqS,(x)+ ...	 flx]

Ex. 1. Solve (D—aD'+2abD+2ahD') z=O.
Solution. The equation can bèwri'tcn as

(D+aD') (.D7aD'+2ab)z=O;
there being linear distinct factors, the solution is

z—#z(y_ax)+e2ab9(y + ax).
Ex. 2. Solve (D-2D'+5) 5 z=O.
Solution. The equation can be written as

[D_2D'-_(_5)]2 z=O.
There are repeated liflear factors.
Hence the solution is

z=e ci(y+ 2x) + xe	 2(y+ 2x).
Exercises

Solve the following differential equations
I. (D4-D'—i) (D+20'-2) z=O.

Ans z e'ç&i(y - x) -f ez(y - 2x)
2. r+2sf1+2p.-j--2q±z=O.
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3. r.—t+p—q=O.
312. Complete Solution.

The complete solution of
F(D,D')=f(x,y)

is	 z=C.F.+P,I.

Ans. z=e (()'—x)+xi(y—x)]
Ans. Z01 (4,+x)e_x4i(y_x)

where	 PI.=--5-f(x,y).
Now the particular integral of non-horngeneous partial diffe-

rential equation can be found in a very simple way in some of
the cases. We discuss these below.
313. Particular Itegtal

Particular integral of non-homogeneous partial differential
equation can be oun4 in a -way similar to those of ordinary diffe-
rential equations. We give borne cases of finding the particular
equatij. f.	 -

Case 14 When
We have

	

	 -
D'e+bY=ae+bY, etc.

and
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F(D, D') mx+bYF (a. b) e'.

Operating both the sides by 	 we get

ic-) 
F (D, D') e'= F(DD') F (a, b) e'

or	 e°''=F(a, b)	 ear+oy

or dividing by

	

	 e-+7.F (257
r	 iThus ±/
 FTD. 	 Cox 	 ---e"

provided that E.g. b);iO.
Case II Whenf(x)sjfl(ax+bj)._-
Wc know that 1) sin *dx y)a coiax+by),

D2 sin (ax±by)=(—a) sin (ax+b)v),
DP sin (aX+b),)(.—ab) sin (ax-f-by)

and D'5 sin (ax+by)=(.b2) Sin (ax+by).
From 'the results, we See then-

sin
•	 (L,1',t,I), .ySIfl (ox+by)

sin (ax±bY))

putting D2 =—a', DD'=—abard 1V5=--b2.
This can be evaluated further
Case Ill When f(x,y)=xmya..

Here as u	 x"y=F[(I, D')l_' x"y",1

which can be evaluated after expanding F(D, D')', in p,wers of
b and U.

Case 1Y. To evaluate	 j-(ea.bYV)

where V Is a function of x and y
Here also it can be checked up that we have

1	 -

The following solved examples .will illustrate the procedure.
.olution. The complementary function is

e1(y+x)fe2(y±x).

D-2)
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I	
ON-

 

writting 2 for band —1 for D'

Hence the complete solution it
ze (y±x)-I-e	 (y+x)+jetxY.

Er. 2. Solve (D'+DD+D'_I) z..sIn(x+2y).

IRalastha. 661Solution. The given equation is
(D-4-I)(D+D'_I) z=sin (x+2y).

..	 C.F..=e'x41 (y)+e (y—x)

NowP.1.= -DD ,jfl (x+2y)

writtig .II for Ds and —1.2 for DD'
.n sin (x+2y)

(x+2y)
(D'-f-4) sin (x+2y)

— 12003 (X±2y)+4 sin (x-4-2y)].
Therefore the complete solution is

(2 cos (x+2y)+4 sin (x+2y)J.
EL 3. Solve

a'z a'z a

	

(x+2y),I-vc.	
(Agra 72, 65, 66J

Selotks. This equation can be written as
(b—I) (D—D'+J) zcos (x+2y)+e'.

.. C.F.e'1 (y)+e#1 (y+x).
	Now P.L DD '	 càs (x+2y)	 -

1

We consider these separately. SoI ___	 I
e'=x 2Di' e,

multiplying by x and differentiating the deno. w.r.t. B.
as D—DD'+D_l,.o when coeff. D=O, D'n.l- =- -Xe' patting DO, D=1
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and

-+	 cos (x-2y).= cos (x+2y)

4sin(x+2y).
P 1.	 sin (X+4)_xel.

The[ efoie the complete solution is
z=e (y)+er (p+x)+i sin (x+2y)-xeJ'

Ex. 4. Solve (D+D' .-j) (D+2D'-3) z=2x3y.
Solution. C.F.er (y..x)+esx#a (y-2x)

and 
1 (D+D 1)ff5JZr (2x+3y)

=3.[l-(D+D')]-' [1-3 D+2D)-' 2x+3y
3 (l+D+D'+...J (1+3 (.D+2D)+..j (2x+3y)

.= 3 (l+tD+D'+...)(+3,)
=3

Hence the complete solution is
z=e1 (y—x)+e(x_)x+y+4

Ex. S. Solve (D+DD'+D'_l) Z...X5y.
Solution (D+l) (D+D'1) Z.x'p.

:. C.F.-e	 O')+e (y-x).

xs
=-(1 4D)'-ft_()+ff)j-s x2y

-(1 -D+D'...)[l
(lD+D2+...lit+D•+D+2DDr+Dt+3I.y

_(xty-f-2)+2.+xz+4
Hence the complete solution j

z *r- (y +e#5
Ex. 6. Solve (L$D'1_3j+3D') Z=xy+F+L"

(Delhi Hons. 71; .kajaa* 44 Ag,. 5JSolution. The equation can be written i
(D-D) (D+D'-_3) zxy4.eath

. C.F.= (x+y)+eax (Y-x).
Part of the particular integral corresponding to e" is

case of failure

'= (1__LP)D"	 putting

6-D'_2) (JY--2-2)
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--em' uj	 U+IYr'.1

.._gPf4717 (1—D'+...) 1=_yeX+IJ.

Also part of the particular integral corresponding to xy is
I

D—D')(D+D'-3) xy

ti—D, (1+1(D+JY)+{1(D+D'))'+...]xy

l-b)(xY+1x+*Y+fl

(xy-I-jx+Iy+1+Ix2+ix)
- —( x5y+ x'+ xy+rx+*x').

Thus P. I.=
Hence complete solution is

Z—#i (y+x)+e's (y+x)—y#"
_(x2y+ tie + try+x+?ix)

7, Solve (D.—DI -1) (D—D'--2) Z."l+X.
(Rajastbau 591

S.IitI.i. The C.F.94(y+x)+e!6 (y+x).
Part of the P.I. corresponding to e' is

1
(D—IY-1)ID—D'-2)

1
(2—(— 1)—i) (2—(— 1j—)

Also part of P.1 corresponding to x is
1.

(D—LY — I) (D—D—.2)
- (L—(D—D')]' (1-4 (D—D--1 x
-'4 [l+D—D'+...] [l+4 (D—D')+..-] X
-'4 (1+ID—ID'-4-..J x

Thus P.I.-4'+&x-l-.
Thus the complete solution is

z.ex1(yx)+	 y+x)+e'+Ix+.

Ex. L Solve

(Rsjastha I; Ages 57)
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Solutlee. The equation can be written as
(D'—D"+D+3D'-2) z=e'—x'y.

or (.D—.D'+2) (D+ D'—l) ze''x'y.
.. C.F.ei (v+x)+9(y—x).

Now the part of P. 1. corresponding to e' is
I

(D—.tY'+D+3D-2)

-	 iTjLi32	 1' -
and part/f P.I. corresponding to —x2y1

(D4-.D'+D+3D-2)	 ') I-[I—j (3D'+D1Y 2 xDa)]- a xfr
=I L t +ê(3ff+D—D"+D*)+i (3D' +D—D"+D')'

+ (3D'+D—D'2+D$)$+...] xy
—j- [I + 4D+ID'+4D'+ID'+IDD'+IDI1Y+IDsJy

4 [x'y+xy+1x1+y+Iy+3x43+f+I1. +ID'D'+...J x'y
•'. P.I._07f. [x'y+xy+fx'+Iy+3x+'9.

The complete solution is

•
*Ex. 9. Solve	

+1 (x'+xy+fx2+Iy+3x+2I.J

ex" iii —ay Sys ex	 Our

	

+2 +2	 e*h101+tM (2x+y)+xy.

[DeuhIflo.s 61;VIkra2;Agra63,56$41
Solutlo.. The differential equation can be written as

(D+IY) (D--2D'+2) ; —.'+sn (2x+y)+xy
CF. #i(y-- x)+ e#z(2x+y).

Now P.!. corresponding to 2IS	 •

(D+IY)(I)-2D'+I)

Also P.J. corresponding to sin (2.'+y)

DDJY2bTi sin (2x4-y)

2+2.12(l)+2L5iY sin (2x4-y)

1- 	 sin	 —fl'	n (2x-f Y)z3	 sin (2.x+y)
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(D—D)i . jSJfl (2x+y

cos (2x+y).
Again P.I. corresponding toy

=(

.4 (jx*y_8.+r1_x)
Thus
P.L	 cos .(2x+y)+ (1x

 
y— ixy— x+ 2x2—x)and the complete Solution is z=C.F+p

Ex. 10. Solve (D.._31y_2)2 z2eSx tan (y+Jx).Solution. We have

C.F.e!z 16z(x+3x)+x.ic (y+3x)j.
Now	

2etx tan(y±3x)

_-m tan(y+3x)

Putting fl+2 for P and taking et-' outside.This is now a case when ,operator is homogeneous in 0 and D'and function is of the kind #(ax .by). Also since when D=3,and D=1 I D_.. 3D'_O it is case of failure.
Thus P-1. —20- x	 tan (y+3x)

multiplying by x and di fferentiating the
tan (y+3x)	 denominator w.r.t. D

again duff, the deno, w.r.t, P and xesx tan (y+3x), 	 by x
Therefore the Complete Solution is

z=e [#(Y+3x)+x#.(y+3x)j+x tan (y+3x).
Ex, 11. SOlve (D*J)jy_6Jy 2) z— x2 sin (x+y).Solutlea. The equation is

(D-2D') (D+3D') z=x2 sin (x+y),
.'. C.F.I+)+(,_3x)

a
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Now evaluate the P.L. we take
sin (x+y) . imaglnary cart of e' (')

and P.I.lm. part of 
ü'+ DD 6D"

=Im. part of&(x+) 
(D+1)*+,(D+l)+6'

putting D+i for D and I for .D'

lm. part of et x+?) 
D'+31D+4 

X

t (2*?)
	
31!)

1
	 D' )-i—Impartof 4

	 I+44j x'

e' (') r	 31D D' 9D'— 1111. part of	 I I---1.1x'
e'(')=lm. part of	 (x'-417C—''J

= sin (x+y) [x'J-4x cos (x-ft-y).
Therefore the complete solution is

z=(y+2x)+,(,-3x)+i sin (x+,)—'14)---xcos (x+y).

Elercises

Solve the following differential equations:
1. (Da_.D'a_D') z=-".

Ans. z=#i&—x)+e--x)---e'.
2. (D+D')(D+ D-2) z=sin (2x+ 2y).

Ans.
+,12-f [6 cos (x+2y)-9 sin (x+2y)J

3. (3DD'_2D't-.D') z=sin (2x+3y).
Ans. z a(x)+e*Is#, (2x-I-3,)+i cos (2x+y)

4. (D—DD'-- 2D'+2.D+2D') z = e' 57+sin (2x+y).
(Agra 6*; Delhi lions. 681

Ans. z—#i(y—x)+e2, (2x —v) -..11oe"— cos (2x+2y).

5. (D3—DD".-D'+DD') x+2	 -

Aiis. z1(y)+.(x±y)+e(y--x)+log x
6. r—s+P 1.	 Ans. z1(y)+e#i(v+x) 4 x
7. (D+IY - 1)(Df2lY-3) z4+3x+6r.

Ans. z=ex(y. .x)4-e3 (y 2x)+6+x+2y
8 s±p--q=xy.

Ans. z= e(v - x)+ e'Mx)--xy--y.f 1+
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9. (DD'+aD+bD'+ab) z=eaex+7.

Au. Z	 X#1e(x)+ 
('fl+b)(n+a)

10; (D'—DD'+D' - I) Z—COS (x+ 2y)+e'+xy+ 1.
Au. z=e i(y)+e's(x±y)j sin (x+2y)+ye'—x (y+l)

11. (3D2 -2D"+r-1) z =4eX+J cos (x+y).
_)

Au. z=Z c,e +N + te ' Sin (x+y)
where 3as2-2b,2+ag_lO

12. 1) (D.-2D' (D+D') ze- (x+4y').
Au. z43(y)+02(y+2x)+#$ (y—x)

.- (9X2 -l-35y2— l8x-72y+76) e"
314 Equations reducible to linear fore wiw constant coefficients

A differential equation having variable coefficients can some-
times be reduced to equations with constant coefficients by suitable
substitutions. One such form. , is F(xD, yD').f(x, y).

Substitution in this can is
x—e and ye,

so that ulog x and vlogy.

Denoting	 andau
it can beasily shown that

X D' x'- .- =D(D—l),Ely	 Elx'
El	

,ayt

and in general,

r __
	 8p	 Eli,.

..iD (?_l) ... (D_m+l)1Y(iy_1)...(ly_n+l)
These substitutions reduce the equation to an equation having
",nstantcofficjcnts, and can be easily solved by methods discussed
in 11115 CfldpICI.

Following examples illustrate the procedure.
*z	 8ZEx. 1. Solve x' j,—Y' j'XY.	

(Agra 72; ludore 67]
Solution. . Put x=ea and y#.
Now ifD and	

a2x'	 D (D— I) andy' j-i=D' (D'—I),

With these substitutions the equation becomes
[D (D—l)—D'I)J zeM.e'
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or	 (D-D') (D+D'-1) z=e"'.
This is a linear equation with constant coefficients ; indeen-

dent variable being z and independent variables being u and v.
The C.F.#j(u+v)+e0s(u-v)

= 1(log x+ log y)+x(Iog x-log y)
=f1 (xy +xf1(y1x).

N PT-OW	 (D-D) (D±D'---l)

D-JY l+1-l•

= D D' e'= U e

4R. the deno. w.r.t. D and multiplying by u
=u9+r=(log x).xy as x-e",y--e'
=xy log X.

Hence the complete solution is
z=rf1 xy)+xfa(y/x)+xy log X.

02Z	
zEx. 2. Solve x2 --4xy	 1f 4y5 +6y

[Agra 65, 571
Solution. Put x=e", y=8.

a,a	 -
Now if Den— and D -1), we haveit 0

x a -=D. y	 x2
OX	 ay	 VIC

as
xy-=DD',;" -=D' (D'- 1).

With these substitutions, the given Fquation becomes
[D (D-l)- 4DD+4D' (D'-1)+6D'1 z=e3".e'

or (D-2D') (D-2D-I) z=e3".
This is a linear equation with constant coefficients and depen-

dent variable z and independent variables u and v.
The C F. = ç6j(v+2u)-i-e4'v +2u)

çc i(log y+2 log x)±xs6z (log .v+2 log x)
-=1(log x2y)+ xc2 (log vx2)

==fi(xy) + xf2(x2v)

and	 elr.

- ----------------- e- --	 '(38) (3 SI)
= -,x'i -1 , as e = x and
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Thereforo the Complete solution is

Ez3. Solve•	 . I.	 8i.	 ax •ZXx2+2X3DjØy_x_J=;j..
Soltlo	 Put x=, y1e'.

?OwifDEDt!D.

•	 .

• With Ibes.e subefttiqns the given equation becomes
(D (1)-. l}+2I)D'.ij]

.1? (D+2b'_2)

	

C.F.(v)+i.M,_	 .	 . .•

•	 Y)+&iogy_.2 log x).	 •.

•

x°tys.
Therefore the , COMP40te solutiop becomes

Zjy)x (—§;S"
,x5

Er. 4. Solve xry t+xp ....yp/0 X.	 [Delhi Hons. 701Solution. Put xe' and ye'.
Now if	 D and.  kb', then xpmj)z, yqD'z.

Therefore the equation becomes
(D (D—l).....D' (D'—l)p.....'J Z—U

	

or	 (Dl._jyl) t-u
C.F.=#l(u+v)+#*(u_v)

#(Iog E+logy)+1(Jog x—logy)

	

I	 If D'5 1

	

I •	 (logx)	 -

	

6	 •

Therefore the complete integral is
z fl( yy)+f$(y,x)+i (log X)'.

=
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Ex. S. Solve
az

v	
y'VJAaxs

Solution. Put x=ea and ye'.

Now if .Dd and D' 8

then x'3	 8' DD— D(D—l),xy —
øx8y

and y'=.D' (if—I).

With these substitutions the given equation becomes
(D+D') (D+D'-1) z=(e"+e")l1.

The C;F.#i(V_u)+.a,(v_ u)

and P.I.=
(D+D')(fl+D.I) (e2+e)I5

1
(D+D')(D+D'—I)	 [I+e2('l

I

+ (1 1)

e' (1 + e2(' ' ))'l' (x*+y2)nI2
= n(n—l)	 n(n-1)

Therefore the complete solution is

()+X.

Ex. 5 solve
.1 az 1 oz I az I az

XYa 8yy'8Y	 (Agra 583.
Solution. Put x'=u and jy2mv,

so that	 xdx=du and ydydv.
8z azax 1 oHence --.
at' auau xdx
B'z 8/ 1 8z\ a 11 8z 8iand

Iøzløtz

'7
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•	 1 d'z 1 az alz
i.e.

x2Gi-i-i	 •
I a'z I az a'z• Similarly - 

5Y-2-3?

Hence, the given equation reduces to

	

2z a2z 	 82z 8&z0or

Therefore the solution is

y2—xi#(xY$)4# ( 
2

Solve the following partial differentijjong:

1. x'i+2xy.±jiS!=O.	
[Raj. 60]

Ann. z=fj(yfx)+xf2(yfx)
2. 2 

a Z	 02z	 Lo.

	

8X2	 ay- ay ex [Agra 531
Ann. z=f,(xy)-ff(y/x)

	

. 2z	 az3. x4 — y	8xz	 "XY.

Ans. zf1(xy)+xf(yfx)— Ix2y

4. xt Laz +2xy — +Y' jøtz=XmY.

	

OX2	 Ox By

Ann. Z=fl(YIX)+XfI(Y/X)+()

82z
S. x2 La

1z 	
øz —2z--3xy —+

	

axt	 ax øy 2f+ 5y	 .-O.

Ans. z=x!J(yx)+xf5(x1y)
øz	 az6. x2 +2xy -,+y2 —nx --xy +nzO.

Ans. zxf1(y/x) +xf(y/x)

7. x' +2xy	 8z
j,+Y	 +x+y ,—z=O.

	

Aug.

Oxx

	 zx'fa(y/x)+xfa(y/x)
315. Can when F(D. D) cannot be resolved Into linear factors.

In caseF(D. D') is irreducible, i.e. it cannot befactoriscd into
linearn factors in D and D', the methods discussed above of finding
the complementary function fail. A solution by trial is found.
Following few examples will illustrate the method.
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Ex. I. Solve	 (D—D") z=O.	 -
soi.tios. Let the solution of the above equation be

then	 Dz—Ahe', D":-Ak'e.
putting these in the differential equation, we get

(h—k') Aêr+h?=O.
Thus (1) would be solution if h—k'.
Putting Ic' for h, in (I), the solution is given by

—Ack'x+ky.

Since all values of k satisfy the given equation, a more general
solution of the given equation is

k' kz	 e
E. 2. Solve

a'z 18z
(Delhi lIons. 701

Solution. Let
8	 8

FX	 at

then equation is
(W—D) z=O.

Let a solution of this be
z=A/tX4t,	 ...(l)

jo that 3z.,Ac1t/1X+4t.

and	 Dz.=Ac,e4Cht
Therefore.(J) would . be solution of the given equation if

kc11—c.*O
Ca -'k C12.

Putting this value of c, in (1), the solution is

z=Ae1X	 t

Since all the values of c1 satisfy the given equation, a morO
general solution is given by

z = Z Aeci1c6tt.

Ex. 3. Solve, (D'—D') z=cos (3x—y).
Solution. For C F., (D'—D') z-=O.
So let CF. be given by z=Ae'.

D'zAh'e' and D'z=Akeh,
so that	 (D'—D) zA (h'—k) e''—O
which holds if h'—k=O or kwh'.
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Hence in general the C.F.Z

cos (3x—y)—_g I col (3x—y)

putting —3' for D'
i—jCos(3x—y)

IY-9
cos (3x—y

[sin (3x—y) 9 cos(3x—y)).
Hence the complete solution is

z=Z	 "+ [sin (3x—y)_9 cos (3x -.y)J.
Exercises

1. (D-2D'2_1) z.O	 Ans. z=ZAe(2i+1)+hY
2. (D'+D"—n') z=O.	 Ans. z=AeisCx COi .+J On
Solutions under given CouditloaL
Ex. 1. Finda3urface passing through the two lines z=x—O,

Z_l_X_yO, satisfying 4g4g,	 / (Agra 631
SolutIon. The differential equation can be put as

(D'_4DD'+41)11) z=()
or	 (D-2D')2 zO.

Therefore the general solution is
Z=41(2x+y)+x2(y).

We wish to determine the arbitrary functions 0, and Os under
given conditions. For this we know that this passes through

O=q&(y) and so ç(2x+y)O.	 ...(2J
(1) now reduces to

z=x#,(2x+y).	 ...(3)
• Again (3) passes through

Putting z= I and xy, (3) gives
I =x, (3x) i.e.	 (3x)

or q, (2x-J-y)__.	
(4)

We have thus determined the arbitrary functions.
Putting in (I) values of 0 and #, as obtained in (2) and 4),the solution is

3
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$1

or
which is the required surface.

Ex. 2. Find a surface ,,Jljf,:,,g r+sO and touching the ell,tic paraboloid 	 along Its section by Ihe plane y=2x+J.
(Agra 67, 65]Solutlosi. The differential equation can be put as

(D'+DJy) z=O or D(D-J-D') z.=tO.
The general solution is
• Z=(y)+jy_x).

It is given that the surface
9=4x2+yl	

-	 ...(2)
and (I) touch each other along the section by tb,e plane y=2x+ 1.We Stall use this condition to determine the arbitrary functions 01
and Ill. The condition requires that values of p and q from (1)and (2) must be equal, at y=2x4 1. Equating values of p from (1)and (2) at	 y2x-1

at y 2x. -1	 -
i.e.

Integrating 4(Xl)_..4x5.
This gives 9! (y.-x)=_4(y_x1)s. 	 ...(3)
Again	 '#i'(y)+W(y-x)=2y at y=2x-1,ey

I.e 01'00-8x=4 as 96'(y-x)=-.8x, from (3)
or 9'(y)-2y+8x6y+4 as 2x=y+ L

Integrating, #i(y)3y+4y.
Thus the required surface is

Z3y'+4y_4 (y-x-1)*.
Ex. 3. Find a surface satisfying i6x'y containing the Iwo

(Agra 70]
Solution. The equation can be written as
• D2z=xy.
Forthis C.F.-#j(x)+y(x)	 ..

and P.1.	 6X3Y=X3JI.

Therefore the Solution is
Z	 (x) ty6s(x)=x3y.

Therefore when y=O, zO
and	 when y— z=1.

beauSe1(x).O.Thus	 (x)l-x'aud %6(x)=O.
Putting these values in (1), the required surface is

w .	,•	 .. -	 .	 .	 .
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Ex. 4. Find a surface satisfying
2xIr_5xys2y*t2(px+qyO

and to*chlng She hyperbolic paraboloid z=x'—y 3 along its section
by she plane yi.	 [Agra 67, 60]

SoJutIiL The given equation can be written as

2x-5xY,+axt

Put xeu and y—e, so that uIog x and v=log y.
Denote	 and8u	 8v

•	 athen x=D,x'_a' ,=D(D—l), xy--=I)D'Ox ey

Y --D' and y'jj=1Y (D'—l).

With this substitution given equation becomes
(2D'-5DJY+2D' S) z=O

or (2D—D') (D-2D') z=O.
Hence the solution is
:— (2i'+u)-f, (v+2u)
-'#i (2 log y+Iog x)+I (log y+2 log x)

(log v'x±qS (log yx)
or:=f,(y'x).ff11(yx$). 	 ...(I)

The other given surface is
z.=x'—y'.	 ...(2)

Since the two sur1ac's touch each other along the section by
y.nI, the value otp and q for two surfaces must be equal at y—

Equating values of p and q from (I) and (2),
y1fz' (y'x)4-2xyfs' (x9y)=2	 (3)

and 2xyfy'x)+x'f,'(0y)...-2y.	 ...(4)
2x 4These give	 TY-2

2y 4and fs(x*y)j+r.

•2x4
Putting y 1, f (x)= - 3 3x

and

Jategrating fs(x)=-4x5— I log x

and f,(x')= log 04 tx, (Integrating w.r.t. x')
=j 	 x+x'. •	 ...(6)
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From (5) and (6),
f1(V,x)-1y'xt+ logy'x

_y4x'—ogx—flogy,
J5(x'y)=logxVy+x5y

= log x+f log y+fx'y.
Putting these values in (I), the required surface is

z=.—y4x'-2 log Y+t x'y+C
or 3z=4x2,_ySy4_6 log y-l-3C, where C is a constant.

But wheny= 1 z-4x8—x2+3C=30+3C
and from (2),	 z.x'--l.

These must be same, hence C— — 1.
Therefore the required surface is

3z=4x5y .--x9y'-6 log y-3.
Exercises

1. Show that a surface of resolution satisfying the diffeietial
equation

0,3z— 12x2+4y2

and touching the Surface zc.O is z=(x -I-i")'. 	 (Agfa 691
2. Solve the equation r-f:=2s, and determine the arbitrary

function by the condition that bz'y' which x=O  and.,
az=x' whoa Y-O.	 Ass. z'(x+y) (x/a-I-,fb)

3. Find a surface satisfying
(13-24)D'+D")Z-6
and touching the hyperbolic paraboloid z=xy alostg its
section by the p)aney—x.	 Awl t=x'—x.Y+y'

4. A surface satisfies (D'+D') z=O and touches x5-f-0—I
along its section y= 0, obtain is equation.

- Am. 1(x3±Z2_l)Y$(X*+)
S. Find a surface satisfying the equation Dix-6x+2 and

touching z.xs+ys along its section by ibe plane
x+y+l='O.	 A. z..x'+y+(X+7+l)5

6. Find the surface passing through the parabolu :—O,
y4ax and Z 1, y1 -4tzX and satisfying the differential
equation

a'z . 8:
ext 	ex	 (Ages 71)
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4
Second Order Partial Differential

Equations with Variable
Coefficients

41. introduction.

All equations of second order contains at least one of the
second order partial differential coefficients .

oefficients r, s and 1 but not ofhigher order. The differentials p and q may also appear In theequation. Thus the general form of a second order partial
differential equation is

•	 F(x,y, Z, P, q,, r, s, 1)-0
The most general relation between x, y, z satisfying the givendifferential equation is the complete integral of the equation. An

Intermediate integral is a relation in the form of a partial differen-tial equation of first ordep uch thatthegiven differential equationMay be deduced from it. It is isot in general Unique and thecomplete integral can be deduced as a solution of this intermediateintegral.

It is only in special casesthat a partial differential equation
(1) can be intergrated. The most important method of solution,
due to Mooge. is appj,cabk to a wide class of Such equatiOns but
by no means to all. We shall next discuss Monge's methods,which depends on establishing one or two intermediate integrals(first integrals) of the form

u=f(y)

	

	
...(2)

, p. q awhere u and v are functions of x, y, z nd/is some arbitraryfunction. We give the two Monge's methods below.
42. Monge' Megb.d of integrating Rr+Sg+Tt.y,
where R. S 7' and Varefutjon, of x, Y. z,p and q.

[Meerut 70, 78; Poo*a 60, Agra 67, 65, Sb, 54, 521
We have the equation

P+S2+TrmV.	
"'(1)

Now apdx+!d,lr.r+,dy

giving
di-
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and	 ddx+!dxsd,+gd,,

d	 -giving	 q—sdx

Putting values of rand tin (I), the equation becomes
R(P_;3dY)+ss+r(!i!dx)

dy
or R dp dy+Tdq dx— Vdx dy—s (R dy—Sdx dy+TdXl)_O.

Any relatiowetween x, y, z,p,q that stjfi (2) must necessarilysatisfy the two simultaneous equations
Rdpdy+Tdpdx_vdxdy_o	 (3)and R dy2 —S dx dy+Tdx'O.	 (4)These are the Monge'r Subsldiy Equations for equation M.Therefore the coiplete solution of (I) also satisfies (3) and

(4) and vice versa. We therefore proceed to obtain solutions of
(3) and (4).

We first note the relation
dz.pdx±qdy.

In general, (4) can be resolved into two equations of the type
dy—ml dx==O and dy—ms dx=O.

There now arise two cases namely (1) when m, a't rn5 are dis-tinct, and (ii) when rn and rn3 are equal. lrn1 mnd are distinctthen dy—rn1 dx=O and equation (3), if necessary • isc ot(5,leads, to two integrals of the type u=a and v1 -.b. Thew:

wheref1 is an arbitrary function. This is an interrned,a Integralof(l).
Next dy—rn1 dx=O and (3) similarly ' lead to £notjr inter-mediate integral

Values of p and q in general can be determined itertne of x
and  from (6) and (7). Substituting.these values i (S. we gag an
equation Containing x y, rand dx, v, dz which on lntgrjongives the complete integral of the equation (l).

However in case mi — mi I.e., (4) is a perfect square, we gotonly, one intermediate solution containing p, q and x, y, z of theform	 Pq+QpR.
The solution can now be obtained by forming Lagrange's

subsidiary equations.
Note. Sometimes in the first case also it is convenient to And

the complete solution with the help of oni intermediate solution
only, as in the case when (4) is a perfect square.
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Ex. 1. Solve r+(a+ b) s+abl'. xy.	 [Agra 58, 55]
Solution. We have dpr dx+s dy and dqs dx+t dy,

dp—dy 5,dqsdxThese give r= dx	 dy
Putting these values of r and 1, the given equation becomes

dp—sdy	 b)	 dq —sdx
dx +(a+ s+ab dy —xy.

or (4o dy+ab dq dx—xy dx dy) —s {dy'—(a+b) dx dy

Monge's subsidiary equations are
	 4 abdx'JO.

dp dy+ab dqdx—xy dx dyO
and dy5 —(a-fb) dx dy+ab dx'=O.

Two factors 01(2) are dy—a dx.O giving y—axc1
and dy—b dx—O giving y—bx—c,.

Combining (3) with (1), we get
odp+ab dqax(c1+ax)dx..0,

i.e., dp+b dq—x (ci+ax) dxO.
Integrating, p+bq—cz . jx'+ ax!)-d,

i.e., .p+bq+x (y—ax)--jax2=f1 (y—ax),
,or ?+bg+ax'—.x'y=fi (y—ax),
Where!2 isan arbitrary function

.integral obtained by combining (4) and (1) is
Similarly (replacinga by b and b by a). the other intermediate

p+aq+bx'—x'y=f, (y—bx),
wheref, is an arbitrary function.

• Now (5) and (6) give
, (a+b) x8—[11(b—o)] If' (v—a) - bf,(y—bx)]

and qx'+[l/(b—J. 	 [fi(y—ax)—fs(y---bx)
Putting these values in the relation dz=p dx+q dy, we get

dzm4x'y d+x' dy—a+b) J.L.%' dl

[f (v—ax) (dy—a dx)—f, (y-.- bx) (dy—b dx)].

Integrating it the complete solution of given differential
equation is

Z—_xy—(4+b)+l.1 (y--ax)+F,(y-.6x),
where F, and F, are arbitrary functions.

Ex. 2. Solve t—r sec4 y . .2q tan y.	 (Agra 68, 67j
Sol

ut
ion. We have dp=r dx+sdy, dq==; dx 4 t dy.

These give r_/)L and , ,,,dqs dx

...(3)
• ..(4)
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Putting these value' s of r and : in the given equation, we get
dq—s dx 4—sd.p sec' y=2q tanydy	 dr

or dq dx—dp dy s&y-2q tan y dx dy—s (di.2 —dy4 sec'.y)=O.
The Mongc's subsidiary equations are

dq 4r—dp dy sect y-2q tan y dy dxO
and di2—scc6 ydy2-0. ••

The two factors of (2) are
dx—sec1 ydy=O giving x—tany—A

and dx+sec' y dy-O giving x+tany=.B.
Now (3) and (1) giVe

dq—dec5y-2qtany4O
or e(o_dqcos'y+2asin.y cosy 4y'-O.

Integrating, p—q cos' yc=fi (4).
Hence p—q cos' yf1 (x—tan Y)

is an intermediate integral.
Similarly the other intermediate integral obtained from (4) and

(1) is
p+q cobs y=fs(x+tany)

• Adding and subtracting (5) and (6), we get
plfi(x—tany)+f,(x+tany)]

and	 q= sees y(f,(x+ tan y)--f1(x—tany)j.
Thus dzpdx+qdy

j [Is (x—tan y)+f (x±tan y)J dx
+1 sec' y [ 1 (x+tau y)—f (x—tan y)] dy

=j[dx+Sec'ydy)fs(x+tany)

	

• k	 + [tLr—seà'ydy]fz(x—tany).
Integrating, the complete integral is

z=F1(x—tany)+F,(X+tanY),
where F1 and F, are arbitrary functions.

*Ex. 3. Solve q (l+q)....r—(p+q-I-2pq) S+P (I+p):=O.

Solution. We have dp=r dx+s dy, dq=i dx+tdy
iip—sdy	 dq—sdx

	These give r	 d	 and

Putting these values of, and S in the given equation, we get
q (i+q)ddY_(p+g+2pq).±p(l+P)

or , (q4q') dp dy+(p+p') dq dx
_s[(q+q1)dytf(p-fq+2pq)dxdy+(p+pl)dx9=O.
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The Monge's subsidiary equations are
qq2 dp dy+ p+p') 1q dx=O

and (qq2) dyS+(pq+2pq) dy dX +(p+pI) dx'O.
The two factors of (2). are

pdx+qdy.O	 (3)
and (1+x) dx+(1+qdyO

Also aXpdx-fqdy.
Combining (3) and (i), we get

( 1 +q) 40+(1±p) d9Q 01 rpqO.

integrating,or 1+p—A (I +q).
Now from (3) and (5), d;0, i.e. z-B.
Therefore the intermediate integral from (3) and (1) is

(I+p)(t+q)j(z).
Next combining (4) and (1), we get

—q dp+p 4o or
or

We Can Write (4) as
dx+dy+pdxq

or dx+dy+dzo as dzp dx+q dy.
Integrating,	 x+y+zD.
Therefore another intermediate integral is
.'Pq.,4(x+y+z).	 :.	 -	 .,	

...(7)
Now solving (6) and (7) for p and q. we get

p -j-L9L!. and qc

Putting these values in dzp dx+q dy, we get.dz• .

=(A—l)fi.dx+(f1_j) (dx+dy+dz)_(fa_J)(+dz)
or f, dz (f,_ J )fJx±(fi_l) (dx+d+dz)—(fi_ }) dx+dz

cancelling -f,dz f.om both the sides,LC
. (fg -'-I) dz(f1.—J)(f 1) dx-l-(f1--I) (dx+dy+dz)

dz	 dx+dy+dz-.	 _____

dividing by (f — l)(f-1)which on integration gives the complete Solution.
F. (z.=x+F2 x+y+z.

*Ec. 4. Solve (b+cq) l r--2(b fcq) (a+cp) s+(a+cp)2 t=o.
[Poona 60: Agra 62, '59, 561

4
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Solution. We have dp=r dx+s dy and dq=s dx-ft a,.

dp—ady	 dq—sdxThis gives	 and

Putting these values of r and : in the given equation, we get-,
(b+cq) (o±cp)

The Monge's subsidiary equations are
(b+cq)5dpdy+(acp)aqQ

and (b+cq)' dy'+2 (b+cq) (a+cp) dx dy+(a-f-cp)' dxO ...(2)
Here (2) is a perfect square of

(b+cq) dy+(a+cp) dxO.
Therefore we shall be getting only one intermediate integral,

(3) can be written as
bdy+a dx+c (p dx +q dy)=O

or a dx+b dy+c dz—O as dz=p dx+q dy.
Integrating ax+by+czA.
Combining (3) with (I), we get

(b+cq) dp-.-(o+cp) dq=O

I.e. -k -!2---o
a+cp b+cq

Integrating, -l 2=B or a+cp B (b+cq).

From (3) and (4 the intermediate integral is
• a+cp(b±cq)f(ab,cr)

or cp — cf(ax+bycz) q— —a+bf(ax+by+cz)
For this the Lagrange's subsidiary equations are

dx_	 I dy	 dz
c—cfx(a+by+cz) —a—bf(ax+bv+c)

_adx+bdy-.cdz
0

One integral is ax+by+cz==C (const).
Again from the first two relations, we have
• dx	 dy

•	 c—cf(C)
or dy+f(C)dx—_O.

Then other -integral is y+xf(C)=const. =S(C), say.
Therefore ti' complete solutioji is

Y+xf(ax+by+cz)=(axbycz)

1n solving Pp +Qq R, the Lagrange's subsidiary equations are
dxdpdz
r-.
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*Ex- 5. Solve (1+q)5 '-2(1 'f-p+q+pq) s+(l-4-p)8 iO.
(Agra 72, 521

Solution. We have dp=r dx±a dy and o=s dx+1 dy
dp—sdy	 dq—sdxso that r=	 and t=

dx	 dy
Putting these values of r and t in the given equation, we get

(1+p+q+pq) s+(1-l-p)' Jlx =••

The Monges subsidiary equatiops are
(1+q)2 dp dy+(1+p)'dqdx0	 ...(1)

and ((14q)dy+(1--p)dx]$=0.	 ...(2)
(2) gives only one relation

(l+q) dy+(1+p)dx_—O.	 ...(3)
We shall get only one intermediate integral. To get it we

combine (3) with (1), to get
dp

(1+q) dp—(1+p) 4=0 or iiq

Integrating,

We may write (3 as
dx-J-dy+(p dx-fq dy)=0

i.e. dx+dy+dz=0 as di =p dx+o dy.
This gives x+y+z=C.
Therefore the intermediate integral is

(l+p)=(l+g)f(x+y±z)
or p-qfx+y-f-z)[f(x-f-y+z)_I].

This is of the form Pp .f Qq_—R, and the Lagrange's subsidiary
equations for thip are

dx_	 dy	 di	 dx+dy-Fd:
T —f(x+y+z)ftx-i-y+z)-1	 0 -

One integral of it is x+y+z==B.
Again first two relations give

T+_f(B) or y+xfB)=const.=(B), say.

Thus the complete integral is
y+xf(x+y±z)=c(x±y+z).

Ex. 6. Solve 20r-5xys+2y2t+2 (px+qy)=0.
[Meerut 70)

Solution. Putting r= a
dp—sdv 

and 1 dq—s.dx
ay

the given equation becomes

2x'	 dx+2 (px+qy)=0.dy
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Hence the Mon" subsidiary equations are
20 dp4y+2Y*dq dx-F2 (pq+qy) dr dy=O

and 2xtdyt+5XYdXdy+2Y'd,'O.
Two factors of (3) are x dy+2y dxr.O

and	 Zx d.y+y dx=O.	 .,..(4)
(3) can be written U

or x'y—A.
Y	 x	 -

Now combining (3) with (fl, we get
2xdp—ydq+2p dx—qdyO

which on integration gives 2px—qy=const.
Hence the intermediate intearal is

3px-4yf(x'y)	 (5)
which is of Lagrange's form; hence Lagrange's subsidiary equa-
tions are

Lx dy dz
2X —Y ftX2YY

From the first two relations, we have

X y

or	 xy2—c.
From last two relations, we have

dy	 dz	 dz.

or z=_j f() dy_ f() dy=—y2f1 ()

Integration, z—F1 ()+coost.

or	 z=Fi(x'y)+F,(xyt) as cxy3
which is the complete solution.

	

Ex. 7. Solve the equation x'r+2xys+y2 1 . 0.	 (Agra 541
Solution. We have dp=r dxr dy, dq=,c dx+t dy,

dp —sdy	 dp—sdxwhich give r=	 and t=
dx	 dy

Putting these value, of r and t in th given equation, we have

xs(9L_.b)l2x,s+y2 (disdx )=o

or x dp dy+y' dq dx—s(x' dy 2 -2xy dx dy+ dxO.
Thus Monge's subsidiary equations are

	

x11 dpdy+y'dqdx_0	 -

For alternate solution uf Lx. 7, ste Ex. 3.p. 77 or Ex. I. P. 79.
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and x' d)p 2xy dx dy .fy' dx'—O.	 ...(2)(2 glvea . (x dy—y dx'O, i.e. x dy—y dxO.	 ...(3)Combining (3) with (1), we have x dp+y dq..Oor x dp+p dx +y dq+q dy=p dx+q dy
or x 4°+p dx+y dq+q dy=dz.

Integrating, pX+qy.zB.

Also integrating (3) we get +4.

Thus the intermediate integral is
PX-fqyz±f(4)

Hence by Lagrange's method, the subsidiary
dx dy	 equations are

Xyz±fl4)
The first two relations give

and last two relations give log Cy. log [z+f(4)J
or z+f(A).Cy.

Hence thç complete solution is

()+i (	 .
Ex. 8. Solve y2r+xpj+xg+px+O

• Solt1o. Putting rP-!-L! and ,dq.sdx
dx	 dythe Monge's subsidiary equations are

y' dp d.p+xs dq dx+(px+ .qy) dx dy=O
and	 Y.dy2.2xydxdy+xj,2,,O

2givesydxtcdx)1_0 or ydy—xdx.O.Integra ting (3),. we get x2—y4.
Combining ( 3)With(I) we get

•	 dx-0. .
integrating PY+qxconsj.

• Hence the intermjjate integral is
PY+qxf(x3.y!).	.

This is of Lagrange's subsidiary equations are
dx dy_ dz

x Ax
Fromfirt two relations, we get x—y'4.
Also from' the relation	 =j_ft .... we get
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'1/(A +y*) flAp
ot	 dz=f(A)(j)

Integrating, z=f(A) log (y+V(A+y')J+const.

orzF1(x2 —y') log (y+x)+F(x'_yl).
which is the complete integral.

Ex. 9. Solve y1r—ys+t=p+6y.
Solution. dO.'.r dx+s dy and dq=s dx+t dy

dp—sdx	 dq—sdx -so that	 and

Putting these values of r and : in the giv€n equation, the
Monge's subsidiary equations are

yadpdy+dqdx....(p6y)yQ
and y2 dy2+2ydydx+4c2 0.	 -	 -.	 ...(2)

(2) gives (ydy+dx)'O
or ydy+dxO.

Combining (3) and (I), we get
ydp—dq+(p-j6y) dyO or (y +p dy)-.dq+y-=O

Integrating, py—q +3y'=A.
Also integrating (3). we get yV+2x—B.
Thus the intermediate integl is

py—q+3yjjyI+2x).1
Other intermeate integfal cannot fib found ;- hence WC/ 10

ceed to solve with the help of Lagr$e's method>

	

(4) can be written as 	 -:
py—q—AY1+2x)—Ij,2.

Hence Lagrange's subsidi'y euations are
dx_dy	 dz
yfly'+2x)-y

From second and thitd relations, we have
dz+[f('+2x)-3y9 dy...O

or	 dz+(flB)-3y9df=0,
xd dy ..yas from two relations, -i- =—py+2x=B

or
Hence the completes9hlI-ion is

z=y!_yf(y2+2x)+4(yI+2x).,
- Ex. 10. Solve 	(s-2)py—qx.

Solution. )The equation can be written as
xyj-1x'....y1) s—yt+2 (x'—y1)+py—qx'0.
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Putting	 and	 the Monge's equations
are

xy dp dy—xy dq €ir—[2 (x'—yI)+py_qxJ dx dyO	 (I)
and xy "+(x5—y5) dy dx—xy dxO

(2)gives xdx±ydyO
an4	 x•dy—ydxO.	 ...(4)

Integrating (3), we get x5+y',,,.
Combining (3) with (I), we jet
€x dp+y dq-24 dy-2y dx+p dx+q dyd.

Integrating, xp +yq- 2Xy=constant.
Hence one intermediate integral is
• xp+yq-2xyf(x2y1).

This is of the Lagrange's form.
Lagranges subsidiary equations are

dxdy_	 dx

First two relations give !,c, i.e. ycx.

	Also from first and last dx	 dx
as ycx

or dz=1 t2cxz +j,x+c*x2J dx

2cx dx+!f(2+c2xs) x dx

2cx dx lfi(x1 +c2x) x dx.
Integrating z=CX'+ F12 fc2x2) +const.

or	 Z=xy+F1(xI+y2)+p (i), as c=y/x
which gives the complete integral.

Ex. 11. So1ver+kat(_2O.
dp—sdy	 dq—sdxSolution. r— - and 1—	 -.cix	 dy

Putting these values,ofr and t in the given equation, we get

dy
----2as-,O.

Hcncc Monge's subsidiary equations are
dpdy+katdqdx.o

and dy'+ka2dv52adxdjp_..O 	 ...(2)
From (2), dy ._a,j(4o_4ka2) dx

dy+o :+i I—k dx-=O
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or	 dy—a (1±l)dx—O where 1='/(I—k)
01	 dy+a(l+l)dxO
or	 4+a(1-1) dxO.	 ....(4)

Combining (3) and (I), we get
(1± 1) dp—ka dq=O

or	 (l+I)p—kaq--B.
Also integrating (3), we get y+a (1+1) xc.A.
Thus one in intermediate integral is

	

(t+l)p—kaq=fa[y+a (1-1) x].	 ...(6)
• Similarly combining (4) with (1), the other intermediate
Integral Is

	

(1—I)p—kaq—fa [y+a (1—i) x].	 ... (6)
Solving (5) and (6), we get

p 4[f1(y+a (1+1) x) —f y+a (1 —1) x}J

and q	 {(l —l)f{y+a (1+1) x}—(1+1)f1(y±a (I—i) x)].

Putting these values in the relation dzp dx-fq dy and inte-
grating, we get

rF1 (y+a(1+I) x]+F, [y+a (1—I) x],
which is the complete solution..

Ex. 2.. Solve q2r-2pqs+p2i.=.O.
(Raj. 66; Agra 71, 61; Delhi Hans. 681

Solution. Wq have dp=r dx+s dy, dqs dx-)-t dy

which give	 dy 
and 1dq—s_dx

dx	 dy
Putting these values of r and t in the given equation, we have

• q	 —2pqs+p' dq—sdx .o

or qt dp dy+p' dq dx—s (q$ dy'+2pq dy dx+,S dx).O.
Hence Monge's subsidiary equations are

q'dp dy+p' dq dx=O
and	 qt dyS 2pq dy dx+p2 dx5=O.

(2) gives	 (q dy4-p dr)'=O
or	 qdy+pdx=O.

Also	 dz—pdx+qdv,
i.e.	 dz...O by (3) or z=.A.

Now combining (3) with (1), we get

qdp.—pdq=-O or

(3)
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or
q

Hence the intermediate integral is

=f(z) or p-qf(A)=O.
So Lagrange-9 subsidiary equations are
dx dy dz
Tf(4)O

Which gives y+xf(A)==C, Z.A.
1-fence the complete SOIULjOD is

y +xf(z) F(z) where CF(4)=F()
Ex. 11 Solve pt-qs=q'. [Delhi Hong. 71; Agra 70J
Solution. Putting	 the equation becomes

dq-sdxp--

Hence Monge's subsidiary equations are
pdq-q3dyo.	 ...(l)and	 pti-qdy_O.

Since dz=p dx+qdy. from (2), dzO i.e.,z=A (Watt).
Again combining (2) with (1), we got	 *

4'+q'dx=O
•	 dq Or' -1+dx0, i.e.-!-+xu.B

or	 --I-x=f(z)

a,	 azor	 -+x=ftz)asq=..

or

Integrating, Y_ xz_fRz) dz+C.
or.	 YXZ—Fi(Z)+I',(x),
since C is a function of x which is regarded constant at the time ofintegration.

Ex. 14. Solve
q (j'q+z) r--p (2.rq+z) .'+Yp2I+p2q..0.

Solution. Putting r4L and t- dq	
the Monge's

subsidiary equations are
q (yq+:) dp d.v+.vp2 dq IX-J-p'q €kdj,0

96
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and	 q (yq+z) dy8 +p (2yq+z) dx dy4-yp 42..0.
The two factors of (2) are

qdy-l-pdx=o
and (yq+z) dy+yp dx=O.

From (3), dz.O i.e. z=A (const).
Now combining (3) and (1), we get

(yq+z) dp-yp dq-dq dy=O,
or	 (yq+z) dp-pd(yq).O
Or	 (Yq+z)dp-pd(yq)=o asdz=O
or	 d(yq+z)0 

or yq+z=pB.
	Thus	 yq+z=pf1(z)

is one intermediate ifltcgral, wheref is arbitrary function.
Next from (4). y dz+z dy=O or dz=-p dx4-q dy

or	 yz=const.=C.
Now combining (4) with (1), we get

or

	

p q • y	q
Therófore another intermediate integral IS

qypf1(yz),
wheref2 is an arbitrary function.

Solving (5) -ard (6) for p and q we get

	

- -	 z	 -	 zf1(yz)P-f(-.--(). q- 
Ji(z)-f,(i'z)

Substituting these in dz=p dx+q dy, we get

	

z	 r	 1
dzD—f(l [dx+-f5(yz) dy

or	 f(z) dzdfeyzI d(yz).
-	 yz

Integrating now, the complete solution is

where F1 and P1 are arbitrary• iunctions
Ex. 15. Solve

(x-2y) E2xr-(x+2y) s+yt]=(x+2y) (2p-q).

Solution. Putting , dp-s dy 
and =-4- dx

Monge's subsidiary equation,s are

• 2dpdy+ydqdx_(2p_q)dydxo
and 2x dy1 +(X + 2y) dy dx+y dx=O.

(2) gives	 x dyy dx=.Q

-97

• ..(2)

.(6)

(3)
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and 2 dy-I-dr=O.
Integrating (3), we get xy-.A.
Combining (3) with (1), we get

2dp j dx-2dy

	

2p-q	 x-2y

	

Integrating,	 2pqr.B (x-2y)
Hence the intermediate integral is

2P-q-.(x-2y)fQcy).
This is of Lagrenge's form. The

dons are

Dlferewial FqUations III

Lagrange's subsidiary equs-

dx dy __dz	 yf (xy) dx+xf(xy) dy+dz
- I ' (x - 2y) f(xy =	 0

The last relation gives yf(xy) dx4-xf(xy) dy+dz=O
or	 dz+f(xy) d(xy)=O.

Integrating, x=Fi(xy) + C.

Also from first two relations, we have dxdy

i.e.	 2y+ x=.coflstants.
Hence the complete solution is

z=F*(Xy)+F,(27+x).
Ex. 16. Solve (x-y) (xr-xs-ys-y:)(x+y) (p-q).

(Agra 63. 541

Solution. . Putting r=.'1"	 'and ,dg-s dx 
in the

	

dx	 dy
equation, the Mouse's subsidiary equations are

x (x-y) dp dy+y (x-y) dq dX-(X+y) (p-q) dx dy=0
and xd,2+(x+y)dxdy+, dx'=O.

(2) gives xdy+yax=O
and	 dx+tly...0.

AL 

given

...(3)

...(4)
Integrating (3), we gei xy=A.
Combining (3) with (1), we get

-y(x-v)dpdx+y(x...y)dqdx
-(p-q) (-y dr5 -fy dx dv)-0,

i.e., (x-y) (dp+dq)-(p-q) dx-dy)-0
or 4o-dqdx-dy

p-q •x-y
Integrating, p-Q=R (x-y)
Hence the rn.erncd late integral is

p-q=(x-y)f(xy),
which is of the Lagrange a form. Hence the Lagrange's subsidiary
equations are

dx dy	 dz	 f(xy) y dx-x dyJ+dz.-=- =-
1 -1 (X —y)J(xy)	 -	 U
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From the first two relations, we get
x+yC.

And from the last relation, we get
dz+f(xy) d(xy)-.O

or z=Fi(y)+ const.
Hence the complete soluticn is

Z..Fi(xy)+Fi(x+y).
Ex. 17. Solve x5r-.y't-2xp+2z.0.

	Solatloø. Putting	 and =(i	 (IX the given equ-
al ion

Xs 'dp-o dy	 dq-s
dx

The Monge's subsidiary equations are
X1 dp dy-y' dq dx-(2xp-2z) dx dyO

and	 X8 dy-y5 dx'=O..
Two factors of (2) are

x dy-y dx=O
and x dy+y dx=O.

yd	From (3), - dx	 y
- or -=4, const.

	

y. X 	 x
Combining (3) and (1), we get

xdp .-qdq_2(xp_z) =O

-J'd(xp-z+ dz-p dx-y dq-2 (xp-z) —.O

d(xp-z)+(p dx+qdy)_p dx-y dq-2 (xp-z)
X

dxrI(xp-z)-d(yq)--.2 (xp-yq-z) .1=0

or

or

or

...(l)

...(2)

...(4)

or	 d(xp-yq-z) 2 dx
XP-yq--z x

Integrating it. we get (xp-yq--z)Bx', where
Thus one intermediate integral is

xp-)q-:-f1(y/x) x'
or xp-yq_-x'fi(y/x)+z.

We may find another intermediate integral
complete solution from (5) alone as follows.
Lagrange's auxiliary equations are

B is a constant.

or else find the
From (5) Ike

This problem can also be solved by iubstjtijtiijg ze., p—.' etc.
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dxdy	 dz

	The first two give, xy=pnst, C (say).	 ...(6)
'Also taking 

-yxf(y/x)+z' we 
get

dz

•	 c2 

VT")'
-

 from (6).

This is linear equation, with integrating factory.

yz-= _ffi () dy+D (const.)

•	
u31'fi(u) du+const.	 -

when
=CI! Fi(u)-I-const.
-xl1 Y812 Fi(y/x)+F,(xy).

Ex. 18. Solve
(x—z) [xqr—q (x±z+2px) s+(z+px+pz+px) rj

Solution. Putting r__S_
dy

and 	 the Mónge's
subsidiary equations are

xq2 (x—z) 4v dy+.(x — z) (z+px+pz+p'x dq dx
—(l+p)qB(x+z)dxdy.o ...(l)

xq2 dy'+q . (xz+2px) dx dy+(z +px+pz±p 2x) 2O

The two factors of (2) are
qdy+(l+p)dxO

and xq dy+(z+px) dx=O,
From (3), we get

x+z=4, conat., as dz.—p dx+q dy.
Also combining (3) and (1), we get

xq(2x-4) dp—(2x—,4)(A_x+px) dq.— (1+p) qA di—O. ...(5)
To solve it let x=con , dx=O ; then it becomes

xqdp_(A....xpx)dqo.

Integrating,	 Xq+PX =1(x),	
.. .(6)

wheref(x) is to be determined so that (6) satisfies (5).
From (6), we get on differentiation,
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q'd/(x)q (x dp+p dX— dx)—(4 —x+px) 4
or (2x—A) q'df(x)(2x—A) xq dp+(2x—A) ((p—i) dx

—(2x--4)(A—x+px)dq. ...(7)
(5) and (7) on subtraction give

(2x-4) q2 df(x)((1-.1-p) qA-4-(2x-4) q (p-1)jdx
dflx.. 2 d

or	
2x—.A using (6).

Integrating nowflx)const. (2x—A)

Thus	 —(2x—A). consi.

or ±E..(x_z). conat.,

Thus the first intermediate integral is putting 
value Of 4aX+z.

z+px.'q(x+z)fz(x_z).
Next (4) can be written as x dz+z dxO

giving	 xzconst=B (say).
Combining now (4) with (1), we get

xq(x'—B)dp—x(xI_B)(1p)dq
•	 —i+p) (x'+B)	 ..(9)

To solve this, we take x.con gt. i.e. dx-O
(9) then reduces to

xqdp—x(1+p)dq.0 or q4—(lp)4Q.
Integrating this, we get

1-fp

where g(z) is to be determined as befori.
Differentiating (10), we get

q's(z)qo_(l+p)dq
or x x'—B q dg (z)xq (xt—B) dp—x	 (1 p 4

Comparing it with (9), we get
x(x'—B)q' dg(z)(l+p)q(x'a)jx
dg(z)	 x2 -e-B, 11	 2x)or -n----	 ax_—+.---	 dx.g(z) x(x—B)	 ( x

Integrating,	 =const.

Substituting these values of g(z) and 8, we get
1+p const.q(x—z)

So that another intermediate integral is
l -fp=q (x—z)f(xz). 	 I	 ...(lI)
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From (8) and (ii) now
fi(x+z)-zf3(zx) 	 __________

XZ).-*fi(x+g)'	 xf,(x).-fi(x+ic
Putting these values in dzp dx-+-q dy, we get

dz fi(x+z)-zfi(zx)dx+.dy
xf,(xz)-fz(x+z) -

or f1(xz) x dz .f. z dx}-f1(x±z) (dz±dx)=dy.
integrating the complete soiàtion is

•	 F,(xz)+Fi(x+z)y,
where F1 and F. are arbitrary functions.

EX. 9. Solve
(l+pq+q ) r+s (q1-p*)--(1+pq+p').,= 0.

Sobtloo. Putting , dp-s dy and	 the given equ-
ation become;

(t+pq+q') tiPs	 (q1_pI)(1+pq+p2)!5S	
o..

The Monge's subsidiary equations are
(1+pq+qs)dpdy_(1+pq+p1)dqfxo

and (1 +pq4-q') dy2- (q'-p') dx dy - (I +pq -1-p') dx-O. ...(2)
The two factors of (2) are

and (1 +pq+q) dy+ (1 + pq-f-p*) 4O.
Now from (3) y —x=A, coast.
Combining (3) with (1) we obtain

(l+pq+qIdp_(L+pqps)dq=
or	 (l-I-pq) (dp-dq)+(q' dp--p1 dq)O

or (1+jsq) d(p_q)+pSqa (_)O
or (i+pq) d(p-g)+p2q' d( 1 _0=0

•o
p—q 1+2pq

Integiating, this gives
(p—q) (l+2pq)1=const.

Therefore one intermediate integral is
• (p—q) (l+2pq)_hi1f1(y_x). 	

'...(5)
where.fi is an arbitrary function.

Next, (4) can be written as
•	 (ty+dx)+(p+q) (q dy+p dx)m.O
or dØ'-I-x)+(p4-q) dz0 as dzp dx±q dy

102
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Also combining 4) with (1), we get dp+dqO
giving p+q=B.

(6) gives y+x+Bzconst.
Therefore another intermediate integral is

x+y+(p+ q) z=f, (p+q).
Let us take

p+q-=l,
so that (7) becomes	 x+y=fs(1)-Iz.

Also Lagrange's auxiliary equations from (8) are
dx dy dz dx+dy
TTT 2

giving x—y=const. and dz d(x-t-y)T= 	2
dz d[f5(I)Izj

or	 =	 2	 from (9)

dz	 I	 f,'(l)dI
di 2+12 	 2+12or

This is a linear ordinary differcatial equation with integrating
factor /(2+1).

Solution is

z (2+Ia1 1s =J 1 (2+I111 fa'(1) dI+C (COflSt.)

Therefore the complete Solution of the given equation is

z (2+1 312 -J I (2+11)_h1f'(l) dI+F (x -y)

=F,(l)+F3(x—y)
or z [2+(x+y) - F1 (x+y)+F5(x.-y).

Ejercises
Solve the following differntiaI equations by Monge's method:
1. ra3:.

	

	 [Agra 62, 591
Ans. z=F&(y+ax)-l-F2(y—ax).

2. i-s cos2 x-I- p tan x=O.
Ms z=F(y+sin x)+Fs(y—sin x)

3. rq2—. 4qs+ 1p2=pi -- qs.

	

	 [Delhi Hwis. 70]
Ms. y=fi(x+z)+fs(z)

4. z (qs-pt)=pq2.	 Ans.. y=fi(z)+zf(x).
5. x2r2.ü+t+q=O.

Ans. z=.F1(y+log x)-i-xFs(y+log x).
6. (r-s) v+(s-1) x+o—p=O.

Ms. z=f1(x+y)+(x1—y1).
7. x'r—y2:=xy..	 Ans. z=xv log x+xFi(YIx)+Fs(XY).
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8. • q (1 + q) r—(I .-f-2q) (1 +i') s+(1 4 p)2 I0.
•

9. (er_I) (qrpz)pqe5.	 Mis.
• 10. x*yt_xpy$q.
•	 M z—F,(x'+y')+ P (x' —y').

4 •3. Meuge's meflod of integrating
Rr+Ss+Tt+U (rt—st)=V1

where r,s,t have their usuajmeanlsgs mid R,S,T,U,V are fsu,c.
tious ofx,y,z, p, q

dq—sdxSubstituting r=	 - and-i—	
.

thegiven diffctentjal equation becomes
Rdpdy+Tdqvk+Udpdq—Vdxdy

—s (R dy'—Sdx dy+Tdx'+Udp dx+V dq dy)O.
The Monge's subsidiary equations are

• LRdpdy +Tdqdx+Udppq—Vdxdy=o.
and MR dy5 —Sdx dy±T dx'4-Udp dx+V dq dy=O, ....(2)

Hem (2) cannot be factorised into liaar factors on account

	

of the terms UdprL+Ydqdyinit.	 -
However we try to factorise M+7L,

where A is some multiplier to be determined later.
Now M+AL—R dy2+Tdx'+(S+AV) dx dy+Udp dx

+Udqdy±ARdpdy+vTdqdx+xudpdq
Also let

M+AL (R dy+mTdx+K(J 4') (ti+ dx4 dq )=o

Comparing coefficients, we have 	 -
R	 RAK'=m.	 .V.

From the last two relations is obtained
RA

m_ T .	 -
Putting this value of in in the first of these relatjor.s, we get thequadratic relations in A given by

As (UV+RT)+ASV+Us..o.
Let A1, 4 be two values of A which are in general diStinct.
t A=A,. i.e. rn—R1t/U, the factors from (3) are

(Rdy+. Tdx±RA3 tip )(d+_ dx+ aq )=.o ...(4)
or (U d,+AT dx+it1 U dp) (U dr+A1R dy .±(JtJq)...o

Similarly for A=A1 , (3) 'can be written as
(Udy+A,Td+Audp)(udx± dy+Atfdq).,.o	 ...(5)
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Now one factor of (4) is combined with one factor of (5) to
give an intermediate integral and similarly other pair gives ano-
ther intermediate integral. This cannot be obtained if we combine
first of (4) wd first of (5)' and second of (4) with second of (5).

However the pair, 	 .	 .	 -.
Udy+AaTdx+aUdp=O'

	and Udx± )LIR dx+7iU dpO ç .	 .
gives two integrals u,—a, v=b
and pair U dx+7iR dy+A*U dqO
and ' Udy+A,Tdx+A1U qip=O I
gives two integrals u,-c and vg—d.

Thus the two intermediate integrals are
u=f1 v1) and u.=f,	 .

Find from these two intermediate integrals, tle valus of p and
q and substitute these values in the relation

dzp dx+qdy,	 . .	 .
which after integration gives the general solution.

Note. When two values of A are equal, we proceed with one
intermediate integral only.

Ex. I. Solve 2s+(rt—s1)=.V. .	 .	 [ ltd. 61, 591
Solution. Comparing this with the equation

Ri-+Ss-fTt+U(rt---s2)=V.
we find that R—O, S=2, T=O, U1, V.1.

The A-equation,
As (UV+RT)+ASU+U'=O.

becomes A'+2A+1 = 0 (A+l)1=O.
This gives
Since both the values of  are equal, there would be only , one

intermediate integral and the same is given by
U dy+A1T dx+A*Udp-O

and Udx+A,R dy+ALJ dq=O
or by dy—dp.O which gives y—p=a
and dx—dqO which gives x—q—b,
where a and b are arbitrary constants.

Thus the intermediate integral is
x—q.f(y—p).	 .

Substituting p—y—a and qx—b in the relation

L'—p dx'l q dy.
we get

	

	 dz(),—a)dx+(x—b)dy
xdy+ydx—ath—bdy.

Integrating ziy—ax—by+c,
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Of	 ZXy—ax._(a)y+#(Q)
which is the general solution.

General integral would beobtained by eliminating a from (1)
and O"--x--' (a)Y+#' (a).
Where a is an arbitrary constant.

EL 1. Solve r+3:+:+(r:_,$)l. 	 (Agra 72; Raj. 66)Solution. HerR.j, S-3, T=i, u— 1, V1.
Hence A-equation, A' (U V+ RT) +ASU+rJ'..o gives

2A'+3A+ 1.0, (2A+i) (A+1)..0,
so that

Hence the first system of integral is given by
dy—dx—dp.0, I.e. y-x—p--coflst.

and dy-2 dx+dq.O, ie.y-2x+qconst. 
5So another intermediate integral is

y—x—pf1 (y-2x+q)f1 (a),
where aY-2x+q.

The second system of integrals is given by
2 dy—dx—dp...O, I.e. 2y—x—pconst. •1and dy—dx— dqo, I.e. y—x—qcon3t. f	 ...(3)'So one intermediate integral is
2Y—x—pf, (x—y_q).f5 (p),

where x.—v—q

From' these relations, we get
X_ - -a, y=/, ($)—f (a),
p=y—x----f (a), qx—y—fl.

Sub$tituting theSe values in dz=p dx-fq dy,
dz=. Ly—x_f1 (a)J dx+(x—y--.) dy

Integrating,	 —P LAW(P) d—f' (a) daj.

Z_ — 4 (x—)34j () dx_f 4'(p) 4P+fi(a).
=--4 (x...y)'+F1(a)+F,(p)....pj 

(8)+A60).which is the required solution.
Ex. 3. Solve

Z(I+qt) r_2pqzs+;(lp) t_Z!(32...rt)+1+p2+q*,o.
(Vikrani 62; Agra 66, S31Solution. Comparing the given equation with

Rr+Ss+T,+U(rg.....sV,
we get R .z 0-j-92), S--2pgz, Tz

U= z' and V—(1±p1±qs).

4
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The A-equation
(UV+ RT)+XS(J-f- U=O,

becomes 7.2p'q 2.... 2Xzpq4 z2=O.

This gives	 Ai± All :/(pq).
Therefore the intermediate integral is given by

U dy+AaTdx+A 1 U dp=O
and	 (Jdx+A2Rdy+A(Jdp=O,

by pqdy+(1+p')dx+zdp =O	 .(1)
and	 pqdx(1q2)dyzdq=O

Also, we have dz=p dx±q dy,
From (I) and (3), we get

dx+z dp 4-p dz==O, i.e. x+zp=a, 	 ...(4)
where a is an arbitrary constant.

Also from (2) and (3), we get
dy+zdq+qdz=O,i.e. y+zq—b,	 ...(5)

where b is an arbitrary constant.

From (4) and (5), p= -
a-x-- and 

q b—y
---•

Putting these values ofp and q in (3), we get

or z dz==(a.-.x) dx+(b—y) dy.
Integrating, 22= —(a—x)2 — (b—y) 4, a=f (b)

is the general solution of the given equation.
Ex. 4. Salpe qr+(p+x) s+yt+y (rt—s2)-fq=0.

[Raj. 62]
Solution. Comparing it with

Rr±Ss+Tt+ U (r:+s)= V,
we get R.'=q. S=p+x, T==y, U=y, V-= — q,

Hence A-equation, 7..(UV+RT)±ASU+U2=0
becomes A (--yq+yq)+X (p---x) y+y2=()
this gives A1=—y/(pl-x) and A5=.

For intermediate integral we have the pair
Udy+A 1 Tdx + A Udp=O

and UL± A 2Rdy +? Udq=O

or	 dx4-------- dp=O
p+x	 •p+x

and O+q dy+y dq=O.
These give (p+x)/y=-a aad qy=h,	 as 1/A=O

where a and b are arbitrary constants.
Intermediate integral is
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qy..f1(1±).

The other intermediate integral is give by the pair,
Udy+TdxUdp0

and Udx+A3Rdy+)iiUdq0
or ydx+ydp0

and ydx-1.1_ dy—f? =0 giving p+xc,	 ...(2
where c is an arbitrary constant.

Now from (2), p.c—x
•	 Ip+x\	 jcand from (1) q= I f17 --)=f -

Putting these values in the relation dz=p d + q dy, we getdi.(c—x)dX+a/c)fady
Integrating, zcxjx5(a1c)f (a) y+const.

'cx—x'+f(c/y)+F(c)
which is the required general solution.

General integral is obtained by eliminating c between (3) and
O=x+(l/y)f' (c/y)+F' (c).

1x. 6. Solve ar+bs+ct+e (rt—s')=h,
a, b c, e, k beIng constants-	 fRaJ. 64; Agra 52]

Solution. Here R=a, Sb, Tc, U=e, V—h.
Hence the ?-equation is

As (ac+eh)+Aeb+e3..0
or if we write Am±e=O, the equation which gives m ism2 —bm 4-ac +eh=O.

Let n,1 , ?P2 be its two roots; then first system of integral is
given by

c dx+edp_m1 dyO .
a dy-fe dq—m,dxo

which gives cx+ep—ni,yconst.
and y+e9—m5xcont.

Hence one Intermediate integral is
(CX±ep._ny(ay+eq....m).

The second system of integrals is given by
a dy4-e dq—.n,1 dx=O, giving ay+eq_mjxcop.and c dx +e dp—m, dy=-O, giving ex_—ep_m,yc,ns.

Therefore the other intermediate integral is

	

Cx +ep-1;sy#!(oy±eq_,,,x).	 ...(2)
Hefep and cannot be direIly found out; So we combine

any particular integral of the second with the general of the first
system. Thus, we take
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cx +ep—m,y.a.	 ...(3)
.. from (I), (ay+eq—m3x)=(m1—m1) y+a.
If 4, be the inverse function of , we have

ay+eqmsx+4'((ms—mi) y+a).
Thus (3) and (4) give p and q.
Substituting these values in the relation

dz=pdx+qdy,
e dz=cx dx—ay dy+(msy+*) dx+(m,x+#((ms—mi)Y±)) dy..
Integrating it, we get

ez+ cx2+ ayna2xy+.x+FRms —m 1) y+a]+P,
where F is an arbitrary function given by

(Me—MI) F(z)J 4i(z) dz

and p is an arbitrary constant,
.x. 6 Solve	 .ct—rt=a'.	 [Delhi Hons. 691

Solution. Comparing the given equation with
Rr+Ss+Tt±U(rt—.s2)=V,

we get R=O, S=O, TO, U=l, V=—a2.
Hence A-equation is

or a2ASl=O,

which gives	
1 A= 1

Therefore the two intermediate integrals are given by

dp=O, giving p+ay=ra',

dq=O, giving q--ax=.

and —dy+
I dp=O, giving p—ay=ft,

—dx	 dq=O giving q+ax=.	
.. .(2)

Thus the two intermediate integrals are
p±ay=f1(q—aX) or p+ay=ft(a)

and	 p—ay=f(q+ax) or p—av=f(P).	 (4
But it is not possible to find the values of p anu q from (3)

and (4). Hence we proceed as follows:
Solving (l) and (2), we get

and
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Also

y=----	 [fi(a)-f2(ft)J.

Let us regard a and P as parameters.

Putting these values in the relation dz=p dx.+q dy, we get
dz=rI [ fi(a)+f2(p)J d	 +j (i-fl) d{ (()__fP1)J

I	
2a

=- i(f) dP-3fi '(a) da) ..f f) d#z+Pf'(fl)dfl)]

x [{fz(a) d (-f af1'(a) d)-f2(p) dP+af2'(p) 49
+212(P) dp-2J) J.Integrating, We et

+2ffP)dfl_2jfi()d}

f(°+P)f1(z) (a+) 12(P)J+ 4a	 4a
= (a+) 10. (13)-L 2(oC)

=qy+J- #i(— 2()

or z—qy_—L P)- 4'2(a) = Fi(q±ax+F5(q_.ax2a	 2a

from (I) and (2),
Hence the complete solution is

z_qYF1(q+ax)+F2(q,)
where

Lx. 7. Solve 2r+teX_(rf_s2__2ex.

Solution. In this equation we proceed directly by putting
dp -.dyand dq-sdx

dx	 t= dy

Then the Monge's equations are
• 2 dp dy+eX dq dx-dp dq-2e dx dy=O.

and .2dy2+e* dx2-dpdx_dqd,0
(1) gives (24Y-dq)(dp_exdx)o,

i.e. 2 dy-dq-O giving 2y-q--aand dp-e dxO giving p-elb,
where a and b are arbitrary constants.

(3) and (4) give b21-.o,

.(4)

=
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Substituting these values in the relation
dz=pdx+qdy;

we get dz—_(b+ei dx4-(2y—a) dy.
Integrating. we get

z__e.+bx+yx_aY+C.
Ex. 8. Solve 'rt—.s—s (sin x± sin y)-sln xsiJs Y.
solution. Comparing it with R,+S,±rt+.g (rt—s)=V, we

find that R=O, T=O, S--(sin x+sin y), U=I, V=sin x sin Y.
The A-equation is

A5 (sin x sin y) —A (sin x+sin y)+l=O
This gives A,—sin x, A5=siny.
One of the intermediate integrals is given by

sin xdy±dpO, sin  dx-l-dq=O.
This is not integrable.
The other intermediate integral is given by

sin y dy-i-do=O, sin x dx+dq=O.
This gives on integration,

p—cosy=a, q—cos x=b
where a and b are arbitrary constants.

Tffrefore the intermediate integral is
p—cosy=f(q--cosx).

From (1) Charpit's auxiliary equations are
dp , dq_dx	 dy

—sin xf'(q—cos x)iy—T -f' (q—cos x)
These cannot be integrated. Let us therefore suppose that the

arbitrary functionf is linear, i.e.
p—cosy=,i(q--cosx)+v

where and v are constants.
Lagrange's auxiliary equations from (2) are

	

Lx dy	 dz
1 — fL cosy—tcosx+v

These gives y+.x=C (const.).

	

dx	 di
Also -=	 - gives

I cos y—ii. Cos x+Y
dz=[cos (c—px)— cos x+v] dx.

Integrating,

sin (c—px)—p sin x=.'x+d' (const.)

or iz--sin y '2 Sifl x—tvxd'.
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Thus in this case the most general integral is
iz+sin y -I-i 2 sin X — g VX.j (y-l-&x)

EXercises
Solve the following examples by Mange's method:
1 5r±6.r+3:4-2 (r:—s')+3=O.

Ass. 4z=6xy__3x&_.2ax._ Sy'-2by+c
2

Ass. ZCy-2xy.... jx2 fr+ (c-5x)+0(C),

3. xr+Yps+xy(s2_rt)=pq	 o=y+ f(c-5x)+#'(c)

Ans. z + C=xZ6(c)+.1,sq,(c) I x''(c) +y.b'(c)
4 yr—ps--iy (rt-32)+ I O.

Ass. 6c2z2y3_3c +6ccp-6 dy+ (cx+jy2).
5. Y'+(px+qy) s+xt — xy (Pis2)2_pq

Hint.
6. (1 +q2) r—.2pqs( +p2) t+( I +pZ+qS)-112 (rt_2)

-	 +(I +p2+q2)1I8_o
Hint. AI=I2=1/qp(1psq2)

44. Canonical Forms 
(Method of Transfort,iafioa5)

We shall now consider equations of the type

in which R, S, 7' are continuousfunctions of x and y possessing
Continuous partial derivatives of as high order as necessary.

We shall show that ly suitable change of independent variab'es.
the equation (1) can be transformed into one of three canonical
forms, which can be easily integrated.

Let us change independent variables x and to u and r throughthe transformation equations
s-u (x, y,	

.. .v=v(x,y).	 (2)

We shall start with these general transformation s - and later bysuitable conditions determine their form.
Now from (2) and (3),

ÔZ8)U az i,	 )i	 : i0t L &. iJ-.,Vx

-Lu fa2z(v\2
c)X t1 \oxj	 ott th' i)x ix ' 01,2

il2u L0
:;g:.
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2 
az 8uau8az(av.\s

'a) a' \Oy) ^ II ayLy ay. fyJ

ay au'axay 8uvx8y ayax/
+ z8?+az ass,	 ___

ays axay au Dy ax Dv ay 8x3
Putting these values in (1), the equation reduces to

a2zA +2B±C +F (u, v, z, r,)=o,	 ...(4)

øuby' avap"

I	 dzz
where	 Fyiv,z,

is the transformed form off (x, y, z, p q) and

—R"
duDu (au\2

A—	 ±

B_R !+ St+" Dv\ T""- OX Ox :	 Dy á ex)

=R fft 12 axJ' ax FY	 ayJ
The problem is now to determine u and v so that equation (4).

takes the simplest possible form. The procedure is simple when
the discrimirlant S1 -4RT of the quadratic equation

...(8)
is either positive, negative or zero everywhere. We discuss these
cases separately

Case 1. When S-4R'r >0. The two roots al and atz of (8)
would be real and . istinct in this case.

Let us take	
Di,	 Dii

-	 .
ay	 OVand	 ..(10)

Under thes' conditions and the fact that and ati are; roots of
(8), it is found that

A=(R 11+S+fl (Dii ay)2=0,
Similarly because of (10), C=O.
For differential equations (9) and (10), we determine the form

of ii and v as functions of x and y.
For this, from (9), the auxiliary equations are

I -	 0
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From the last relation, we get u=con.
Also from the first two,

dy

Let f" y)=const, be Soluton of (11), then the solution of
(9) is	 ts=f(x, y).	

-Similarly0 iff,(x, y) is a solution of
dy

then solution of (10) is	 ...(13)
v='J(x, y).	

...(14)
Relations (12) and (14) are the desircd transformation relations

to change the independent variables.
Now it can be easily shown that

AC—B1 =1 (4RT_S2)(914!_!)

i.e. 4B1=(_4RT+S2) (-;-•;;;)

as A—C=0
i.e. Ba> 0asS2-4,RT> Q.

And therefore we may divje both sides of the equation by it.
The equation is finally reduced to the form

azaz\___r#( U. V. 	

..(16)
which is the canonical form in this case.

Case H. When S2-4RT=O. In this
are equal	 case two roots of (8)

We define the function u as in case I and take v to be anyfunction of x and y, which is independent of u.
As before 4=0.
Since S2 -4RT0, from (15)

8=0.
Putting A and B equal to zero, and dividing by C (-A0), theequation takes the canonical form

a1z. /	 &øz\

	

U. V, Z, 
u ã)	 ...(17)Case IlL When R1-4ST < 0.. This is practically the same

ase as case I except that now the roots of (8) are complex.
The equation (I) would iduce to equation (Is) if we proceed

in case I, but the variables 11 and v are not real but conjugateom ptex.	 -
o r j constant, then the solution of (11) is .,, I 1xcnnst.
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To get a real canonical form we further make the transforma-

tion
a=4 (u4-v), =i (V—U),

so that
Oz(z	 z\ Oz	 (z=4—! ).4+1	 j,IZ

0z	 fa 2z 	 02z \	 ( O'
a1-;==

( 82z 02z

Ani the equation reduces to the canonical form

b2z02 z	 I	 Oz Oz'
a,	 , 2, -,

45 Classification of second order Partial Duff. Equations

Depending on their canonical forms, the partial differential

equation
R+Ss+Tt+f(X,Y, z, p, q)=O

is called.
(i) Hyperbolic if S 2 --4RT > 0,

(II) Parabolic if S? 4RT	 0,

anc (iii) Elliptic if S 2 --4RT < G.

Ex. 1. Reduce the equation
xyr—(x2 -- y2 ) s—xy:+py---qx-=2 (.—y2)

En/i canonical form and hence solve it.
Solution Comparing it with

Rr+Ss+Tt='-f(X,Y, z, p, q),
we find that

R.-xy, S---( 2 +v2) T—xy.

The quadratic a equation
Ra2.SaT=O

therefore becomes
xya2_(x+) 2) + TO.

This gives	 and a	 -- as two roots.

The equations	 +a i 0 and	 are

dyi+ x ___o d----OTX— .an dx x

which on integration gie

y2 4- x2 const. and )'jX -= const.
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• Thus the transformation of independent variables from x, y toU, v is made by
u=x2+y

and	 v=y/x.
Oz	

2x3'\au ax Wax	 ã
8zau 8zøv ( øz

r4x' +4x (_!.) -f--+( _,'aU2 x5auav .\ X/8v

au'
ti+2 1(2y),+1 8'z 81

-
82z

s==4xY_+j2y(—TYj)+2x! 

+(
\83z I 0:

Substituting these in the given equation, that reduces to
øtz	 va_1(xI+y2a _(Y1_Xi) 2 or 
8uavflji

This is canonical form.
Integrating w.r.t. v, we get

0: f v'—
FU fr+F)-- t!V+ (u)

'it' 
—2f1)s+I(u),

where #i is an arbitrary t.-,actionof U.

f
Now COnsider 1=

IIntegrating it by parts treating 1 as first functicn and
as the second,

v f2dv	 fdv+._—.....2

	

v4i	 (v8 _-_
+1)	 (v+1)a

	

V
	 ,( dvor	

v2+IJ
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dv	 Idv	 v
or (v'+1) 2 J V2 4. 1V2+lf

Thus (1) becomes
dz	 v
a= —j-ç+#i(U).

Now integrating it w.r.t. u, we get

z=

where #2 is an arditrary function of v and 0, is integral of 01.
Thus 2= —xy +j(x$+y*) + a(y/x)

is the complete solution.
Ex. 2. Reduce Into canonical form the equation

(y—l) r—(y—l) s+y (y--i) t+p—q=2ye" (l—y,3
and hence solve It.

Solution. Comparing it with
Rr+Ss+ Tt+f(x, .i', z, p, q)=O,

we have R—y—1, S=—(y'—l), T=y(y-1).
The quadratic equation

Ra2+Sa+ T=O
is (y—l)a2—(y2—l)a-I--y(y—l)=O
or (y-1)(2—(y-1) a+yJ=O.

Thh givp a= l az=y.
dyThe equations	 aiO and	 become

dydyj+l=Q and 4-+y-0.

These on integration give
x+y—const. and yer=const.

So to change the independent variables from x, y to u, v, we
take

u=X--y, v=yer1
8:	 øz

giving

q—+e az

dz
au"	 am av	 ao

02zt=+2er -+e ;i.

ago822	 a:82z
8u2
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Substituting than in the given equationt the equation reduces to
(_y)3.

8u 8v

This is canonical form.
Integrating W.r.t. u we get

az

where 0, (u) is an arbitrary function of u.
Integrating again w.r.t. U, We get

where t'i is integral of jh and #s is ap arbitrary functjon. This can
be written as

z=,Sc*r (x+y)+#i(x+y) +
Ex. 3. Reduce Into canonical form the equation

xe,— 2XyS+y3t—xp4.3yq8y/x
and hence solve It.

Solution. Comparing the given equation with
Rr+Ss+Tt +f(x, y, z, - p, q)—O.

we find that R=x' S= —2xy. T=vt.
The quadratic equations

J 5+S+T0 becomes
x¼2-2xy-j-y3 .o, (Xø—y)'==O.

This gives only one value of a=yfx.
The equation	 becomes

or • $+ o.

This on integration gives ycoást.
Therefore we take

uxy
and choose v to be any function 'of x, y which is indepeuoent of ti.
Hence there can be many choices

Let z=y/x.

Then y(_!)!
au
8z iaz

ø'z 2 ' ' \	 + ( ') + 2y 8:ôua+ )'	 xhJ8uh, ,

/

113
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tX1 4+2x.! '2-- 

+(1

a2z+{ 
I+(
	

Z	 12Zout	
- I	 JØ .,-
au . xz)øv

Putting these in the given equation, we get
82Z 	 az

or - +— Z=— where Z Of=—
av	 v	 av

This is a linear equation with integrating factor

v1!v*+#LU)

where , is an arbitrary function.
This gives

az	 I

Integrating this agaiu w.r.t. v, we get

• zv._J1 0)+(u)

or zJ—,(xy)+çc(xy)

or z=+x&,(xy)+sWxy)

where #1(xy)=— I 1(xy)

is the complete s&lution.
Ex. 4. Reduce the equation

d*z	 a2z 8+—
z

—+2 - =O0x2 . dxOy "
to canonical form and hence solve it.

Solution. Comparing it with
Rr+S.r+Tf+f(x, y, z,y,p1 q) =0,

we find that R— 1, S=2, T=l.
.equation Rcc2 +Scc+T_-0 becomes

'-f-2±l =O giving x=—I, —I.
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The equation

	

	 becomesdx
dy
WX-

which on integration gives
x-•--y=const.

To change independent variables, we take
u- x—y.	 -

We have to take V as some function of x and  independent of
U, let	 V—x+y. -

We now determine values of);, q, r, s and t and putting these
in the given equation, the given equation reduces to

a 2z
WS o

This is canonical form.

integrating

Integrating again •
where #i and a are arbitrary functions of U.

Thus the solution is
z=(x+")

Ix. S. Reduce the equation
3'z
-ji–+X a2z=o

Solution. Comparing it with
Rr+Ss+T€+f(x,y,z,p,q)0

we find that	 R=I, S=O. T=x2.

Thus quadratic &-equation
Ra2+Sa+T=O

becomes a'+x'=O giving oi 1 —Ix, a$= -1X-
The equations

dy	 dy,+aO and j-t iO

becomes • +ix=O anddx	 dx
Integrating these, we get

Y+iXconst. andy— lx=const.
We take u_—iy+êx2

and
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Next we use the transformation
(u+v) and p41 (V—U).

	

:. a = 1x3	 and 9=y.
We now find p, q, r, s, t and substitute in the given equation

which reduces it to

	

02j_alZ 	 1 8z

which is the canonical form.

Exerciss
Reduce the following to canonical forms and hence solve them:

y (x+y) (r—s)—xp'—yq—Z-'O.

Ans. 
ø	 øzl	 I laz

!

2. x (y—x) r—(y2 —x2) s i-y (p—x) i+(y+x) (p—q)=2x+2y+2.

As 
a2z	 2(v+1)_

Fu v -
z 1 ('l-y)+#z (xy)+x+y+log (2x)

3. x (x)i1) r—(x5)2---l) s+y (xj---1) t+(x-1)p+(y--1) q=O.

Ans. 
azz	

Z=i (Yex)+6s(xev)
Vu av

4. x (y-1) r—x (yt-1) s+y (y— 1) :+xyp—q=O.

•	 Ans.	 (xv)+# (Xe)
ell av

5. 3.2r_20S+X2lP+ q Ans. Choose v=x2—y2, =O.

0 0+y2)+2 (x+y)
46. Special types of Partial Differential Equations of second

order.
We have already discussed the different methods that can be

applicable in a large number of situations. However some simple
methods can also work if the equation is of a given type.
4.7k Type 1.

An equation consisting of only one :f She (1CriVatiELSt, S OF I
not p and q.

Thus these equations are of the foi M

r=- f1 (x, y) or s.–f (X, y) or tf, (x, y).
Following examples illustrate the Iiktliods.

1. Solve 1X2 (O. (xv).
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.Dlffer;nilaj Equaior. Iii

SoIutl0. The equations can be Written as

cos (xy).

Integrating w•.t. Y. we get

	

8LJ'8	
(x)x sin (xy)+#1 (x),

where 0, is an arbitrary. function of x.
Again integrating w.r.t. y, we get

Z— —cos (xy) +J'5(x)-f S(x),
which is the complete sojqtjon.

Note. This methyJ of

	

such situations	 integrating directly usually works Under

Exercises
I.

	

r—Sin xy	 Ans. z=	 (Xy)+Xç&i (y)+c, 0')2. '2e'	 Ans. z=3x4ey..1 ()-f-#1 
(y)3. s=x_,2	 Ass.

	

48. Type U.	
z=j (xay_xy$+,ç1 

(x)+ (Y).
Equatjo,w cOntaining one .vdco,,d

order one.	 order partial derivative and one of
Such equa1jo 3 can be written as

ax
ap

S+PP=f2(;y)

ay

T+Qqfl(y)

These can be solved as ordinary linear differential equationsfor p and q and thereafter directly.
Ex. 1. Solve YS+p_—Coj (x+y y sin (x4-y)
Solutlos. The equation can be Written as

cos (X+y)ij (x+y).
Its integrating factorei 'ip

This can further be written as
cos (x+y) +, (x).
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124.	 - Teeni1ai Equations II!

Thi..e can be made linear in p or q and integrated.
Ex.1. Solve sy-2xr-2p6xy.
Solution. The equation can be written as

Vpy-2xL6xy2p

Auxiliary equations of this are
dx dy	 dp	 —2y• dx±(2yp+2xy dp_-y2dp

—1	 ____x y 6xy±2p	 0
	The first two give xy2 =const.	 -

and the last gives . 2d-y 
-

d(p+2xy)
 ______

i.e. p+2xy=y2 (const .)	 -

2xy=y6 (xy)2. -ax
Integrating now w.r.t. x, we et
- z=0 1 (xy2)+0(y)_xy. -

-	 - Exercises
Solve the following differential equations

1. Xr+yS+pi0xjp3.	 Ans. xy3±1 (y)+ (x/y)2. X)'r+ XSyp—x2y!,	 Ans. z= 4xe"-j- i(y)+ çi(xZ._y2).


